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ELECTRIC

POWER

AND

POWER

PLANS FOR INCREASING

EQUIPMENT

WUCLEAR REACTOR PRODUCTION

Moscow PRAVDA in Russian

AT IZHORSKIY PLANT DISCUSSED

19 Nov 79 p 2

[article by V. Senin, PRAVDA correspondent, Leningrad:
of the Decisions
on the Izhora"/

of the 25th CPSU Congress":

"Behind the Lines

"'Nuclear Machine Building'

[text] “Organize series production for nuclear electric
power stations of thermal reactors and turbogenerators
for

them with a unit

kilowatts."
Development

output of not less than

(From "Primary

1 million

Areas for USSR Economic

for 1976-1980"),

The "Izhorskiy Plant" Association is the chief supplier of nuclear steam
generating plants, including 1 million kilowatt reactors, for AES's.
Experts

estimate

that

placing

a VVER [water-moderated

water-cooled

power

reactor/-1000 into service saves tens of millions of rubles.
The Izhorskiy
Flant is now preparing to increase power reactor potential 1.5-fold.
The development
efforts

from

of nuclear machine building naturally requires great

the collective.

Since the onset of the 10th Five-Year Plan, the base for production of such
equipment has been developing rapidly.
Scientific research has doubled,
and approximately 80 of the 400 engineering innovations are inventions.
The level of mechanization and automation in the basic operation--welding-has reached 85 percent.
The most progressive production processes have

been assimilated, and plasma-mechanical
parts have been developed,

types of machining

of ingots and

The efficiency of the engineering solutions is largely determined by the
business ties botween the Izhorskiy Plant and the scientists and leading
specialists of 40 enterprises and organizations.
Cooperation has been
secured by contracts.
Among the partners are the Institute of Arc Welding
imeni Ye. O. Paton, the Central Scientific Research Institute of Machinery
Manufacturing Technology, the Leningrad Scientific-Production Association
for Research and Design of Electrical Equipment imeni I. I. Polzunov, the

Scientific Research Institute of Electrophysical Equipment
and the Polytechnical Institute. ...
The joint creative
it possible

to quickly

expeditiously
Here

realize

progressive

scientific

imeni Yefremov,
activity makes

projects

and

solve the most complex production problems.

is an example

of one

such problem.

Reactor

housings

have

special

requirements.
And this is quite natural:
the burn-up of nuclear fuel
yields a huge amount of thermal energy.
Neutron radiation is also intense.
Within a year or two, the most durable metal is made brittle.
The
Izhorskiy Plant guarantees the faultless service of the reactor for 30 to
40 years.
Mediwn
lestructive force
"We had housing

gage Izhorskiy
of the atom.

steel

equal

steel

reliably

to the world's

withstands

best

before

the all-

too,"

notes

L.

Tupitsyn, general director of the association.
"We used it to make the
410,000 kilowatt reactors.
But an especially durable brand was needed for
the million kilowatt ones:
resistant to radiation, not prone to erosion,
and yielding to forging, heat treatment and welding.
And in large ingots-over

100 tons

each."

Scientists at th: Central Scientific Research Institute of Machinery Manufacturing Technolugy helped the Izhorskiy Plant creatly.
And the plant
already had engineering capabilities.
The thermal shop was remodeled,
vacuun chambers for casting steel were built, and a new open-hearth shop
with furmace capacity up to 125 tons was placed into operation.
But an
ingot weighing almost 300 tons was needed to forge a million kilowatt
turborenerator

shaft.

What

to do?

Practice will suggest the solution here.
The notable steelmakers Hero of
Socialist Labor S. I. Ll'in, V. I. Yasakov, A. I. Malyshev and V. I.
Bagreyev are experienced workers at the Izhorskiy Plant.
They know quite
a lot about

smelting metal.

But reactor

steel

became

the

summit

of the

trade.
The plant's skilled craftsmen produced metal of the highest sample
from two open-hearth furnaces
simultaneously after raising furnace thresholds and thereby increasing volume, and holding fire conditions to a
second.
A labor feat!
There is no other way to describe it. The skill of
the experts helped assimilate the manufacture of the ingots and organize
forging turbine and rotor shaft billets from them, heat treatment and
plasma-mechanic
It seemed

workers

turning.

that

would

after producing

the needed

steel,

the Izhorskiy

have cleared the main problem from the agenda.

plant

But a reactor

housing has meny weld joints and the requirements for them are even higher.
Each weld is checked in seven inspection steps.
It is tested by ultrasonics and thoroughly examinea with X-rays.
A traditional manual weld does
not pass so critical a test.
And the operation itself is difficult:
the
parts were heated to 400 degrees before welding.
Astcstos linings barely

protected
welding

the worker,

quality

and one slight slip up causes

to be brought

up to the nuclear

rejection.

class?

How was

The answer is clear in principle:
mechanize and automate the process.
Thus manipulators which would ma. > welds better than a man could wouid

be

needed.
None had yet been produced.
They tackled the problem themselves.
On the initiative of the party committee, a coordinating council was set up
and

headed

by Yu.

Sobolev,

chief

engineer

of the association.

Scientists

from the Institute of Arc Welding imeni Ye. 0. Paton came to the shops.
Together with Izhorskiy plant workers and colleagues from the All-Union
Scientific Research Institute of Arc Welding Equipment, they assembled and
tested new
and fusing

equipment.
Seveiral manipulators
the internal design of the butts

Scientific

associates V. Kovalev and L. Sevruk accepted

ing positions at the plant.
on their dissertations.

This,

at once--for welding housings
of the branch connections.

by the way,

helped

offers of enyineer-

them

in their work

While the new equipment was being set up, specialized production was
developed.
Sarlier, reactor housings, upper block caps and steam generators were made
piace.
Closed

in different shops.
Now everything is concentrated in one
sections were organized to make the units and sections.

This facilitated
do not divide
The

the introduction

up their

collective

duties

produced

of brigade

and

switched

and delivered

cost accounting.

to a continuous

on schedule

The people

schedule.

the equipment

million kilowatt power unit for the Novovoronezhskaya

AES.

for the

The reactor

transported on a special rail flatcar.
The association has now begun
series production of the "million kilowatt units."
Thus, as a result

the creative

cooperation

of scientists

and specialists,

with

was

of

the most

active participation of the experienced workers, the Izhorskiy Plant
carried out a major aspect of the decisions of the 25th CPS!J Congress.

Fine prerequisites were laid for fresh advances.
In the next five-year
plan, Izhorskiy plant workers will have to considerably increase their
output
The

of AES equipment.

shops

where manufacture

reorvanized.

of the nuclear

New structures

are being erected

ment installed.
The first phase
coming into operation.
Assembly

plex with a 6,000 ton-force

power

units

began are

now being

and highly productive

equip-

of a modern forging-pressing shop is now
and check-out of an automated forging com-

press and two heavy duty manipulators

is being

completed here.
A 5,000 ton-force rclling press to make shells with a
diameter of up to seven meters, as well as a modernized press with a force

of 12,000 tons will be installed
ihe forge-press
stripping-heat

later.

shop is linked with the electric
treatment

wing with

soon be filled with working din.

an area

steel

of 45,000

smelting

shop.

square meters

The

will

And immediately after that, modernization

of the operating heat treatment shops and sections will begin.
But here
what worries the collective.
The new equipment:
the overall dimensions

the sets,
placing

and the sizes of the shafts and shells
increased

For example,

requirements

the herdening

on the

for the reactors

subcontracting

furnaces must

design

is
of

are

organizations.

be larger than projected.

And the

proper units which are not yet available are needed.
It is evident
the appropriate amendments must be made by the design association
"Energomashproyekt"™ /A1-Union Planning and Technological Institute

that
of

Tower Machinery hanufacture/ and the "Gipromez" /State All-Union Institute
for the Ilanning of Metallurgical
for preparing
The

construction

tant element.
"“Atommash"

meters.

Plants/

without disrupting the schedule

project documentation.
of the sheet mill

"5000"

is perhaps

an especially

It will provide not only the Izhorskiy Plant,

with

high quality

steel

sheets

and

plates of the

In other words, the rates of development

ery manufacture

and thus the construction

required

para-

of nuclear power machin-

of nuclear

depend on the start up of this rolling complex.

impor-

but also

fueled

power

How do matters

stations

stand here?

The project was approved long ago.
The plant is impressive.
Auxiliary-heat treatment, etching-trimming ind other shops will be connected to it.

A problem is arising here which
Gosstroy

lagging

and the construction

requires attention by USSR Gosplan,

ministries.

The

retes

USSR

of construction

are

severely.

During the five years of construction
30 million

rubles

worth

of work

of the sheet rolling complex,

has been

completed,

that

only

is less than

four

percent of the estimated cost.
And initial production is expected within
two years.
A special contract organization--trust No. 35 of the
vlavzanstroy
/Territorial Main Administration for Constzuction in the
western

Regions

of the RSFSR/--has

been

set up to mode:tiize

the enterprise.

As stated already, quite a lot has been done by it. However, today the
capacities of the trust are exhausted.
Both the central board and the USSR
Ministry of Construction have shown little
base.
“eanwhile the annual amount of work

concern for a sound production
is increasing to 90 million

rubles.
Local builders suggest a number of measures which in their estimate would make it possible to reach the planned rates.
Just what is
needed?
First of all, recruit almost 4,000 workers,
To secure the cadres,
an additional

150,000

square meters

of living

space must

be introduced.

It is especially important to develop the construction base of the trust.
Territory has been allocated for it, but except for a garage there is
nothing on it.
Even the ready mixed concrete has to be hauled dozens of
Kilometers.
According to the plan, there should be an on-site reinforced
concrete shop, an asphalt-concrete plant, a steel section shop, workshops

and a PTU /vocational and technical school/ for training the workers here.
It is time to bring the vehicle pool up to estimated

standards.

Izhorskiy

plant workers believe that USSR Gosplan should make the amount of capital
investments a separate line item in the plan of those ministries and

departments
materials

associated

and

equipment

with this huge project.
in a balanced

manner,

USSR Gossnab
It is quite

should allot

clear:

the

capacities of trust No. 35 should be brought into full accordance with the
planned amount of work.
For now though, the USSR Ministry of Construction
and the Glavzapstroy should be setting up a continuous supply of materials
and equipment from other trusts where there are reserves.

And here

is still

another

:. less

importent

aspect

to the matter.

The

sheet rolling complex is 136,000 tons of rolling equizment,
The Izhorskiy
workers can manufacture 5,000-7,000 tons per year themselves.
Where is the
rest to come from? Unfortunately, suppliers are showing resistance,
They
look

for any excuse--as

long as they do not have

to accept

the order.

Among the chief enterprises for production of the units for the mill "5000
is the "Novokramatorskiy Machinery Flant" association, but of the planned
23,000 tons, not a grain of iron has been shipped to the Izhora by it.
USSR

Gosplan

and USSR Gossnab

should

also

intervene

. « » A major industrial complex is czrowing
River.
It has become a progressive bulwark

domestic

industry.

The multi-thousand

in this céese.

up on the banks of the Izhora
of technica) progress of

collective

of workers,

engineers

scientists is laying the main foundation for nuclear power machinery
manufacture which is being rapidly developed and is making a worthy

contribution

to carrying out the decisions

of the 25th CPSU Congress.

and

ENERGY

CONSERVATiOs

TOL'YATTI
Moscow

PREPARES

IZVESTIYA

FOR WINTER

iw

“ussian

1 Sep 79 p 2

[Article by F. Turk n, Cheirman of the Executive Committee, Tol'yatti
Municipal Soviet of ®: rkers‘ Deputies: "Not Waiting For the Cold"
[Text] The industry of Tol'yatti includes 27 industrial enterprises.
These
include the gigantic Volga Automobile Plant, taree chemical and petrochemical]
industrial combines, a cement machine construction plant, the '"ransformer"
production combine, large construction and building organizations and enterprises of the construction industry and transport industry.
The industrial

and economic potential of the city is continuously growing.
The population
is increasing: there are already more than half a million citizens.
The
system

of schools,

stores,

restaurants

and nurseries

is being

expanded.

The

housing fund is increasing quickly.
It is clear that it is not easy to prepare such a large and complex organization as our municipal economy for winter conditions.
However, it is necessary
to prepare persistently and seriously.
We were reminded once again of this
by the past winter, which taught a serious lesson to all of those who did not
show sufficient exactingness toward themselves and others in carrying out what
had been planned and those who hoped for "luck".
Winter

was

a serious

test

for us

in Tol'yatti.

It showed

that

we

cannot

leave even one seemingly minor problem unsolved in the period before winter.
The CPSU Municipal Committee and the Executive Committee of the Municipal
Soviet carefully analyzed the lessons of the difficult past winter.
They
critically evaluated the lack of administrative capabilities, carelessness
and irresponsibility of certain officials.
It was immediately decided to
plan

in advance

the entire

tion of these failures

system

of measures

which

could

eliminate

a repeti-

and errors.

Where did we begin in preparing for the forthcoming winter?
The progress in
the preparation of enterprises, organizations and installations of the city
fo. operation under the conditions of the winter of 1979-1980 was discussed
in detail at one of the sessions of the Municipal Executive Committee.
The
Municipal Soviet Executive Committee ordered that all economic leaders take

a}l steps necessary in order to ensure reliable and uninterrupted operation
in winter of all enterprises of Tol'yatti and all links of the great city
economy.
A municipal commission was set up to supervise and help the
enterprises in this work.
Such commissions were later founded and are now
operating in each of the three districts of the city, and headquarters for
winter preparations are functioning at all enterprises.
Uninterrupted and reliable

operation of the energy

supply system

is of

decisive significance for normal activity in any city during winter.
The
past winter caused many difficulties, such as interruptions in the delivery
of fuel, primarily gas, to Tol'yatti.
The supply of heat to certain apart-

ment tuildings in the city was made extremely difficult by the Jack of stockpiles at the Tol'yatti Electric Power Station and the Volga Aute™sobil« Plant
Thermoelectric

Nevertheless,
Work

Power

Station.

this was a good lesson.

is underway

at

the Tol'yatti

Such stockpiles

Thermoelectric

are now being created.

Power

Station

to repair

and

rebuild equipment, and a powerful new boiler will go into operation in September at the Volga Automobile Plant Thermoelectric Power Station.
During the
forthcoming heating season it will ensure normal operation of stations, even
with new fuel consumers taken into consideration.
However, if work is proceeding according to schedule at the Volga Automobile Plant Thermoelectric
Power Station, the situation is somewhat poorer at the municipal Thermoelectric
Power Station: due to the lack of skill among the specialists, it is taking
longer

to repair

The Tol'yatt!

°

equipment.
«moelectric

Power

Station

needs

help,

and this

is being

given

by the enterprises of the city.
However, we are not able to solve all problems ourselves.
We hope that the Ministry of Energy of the USSR will find
additional capabilities for helping the minicipa: Thermoelectric Power
Station with qualified cadres of repairmen.
We need more of them today than
usually.
Another

problem which

the Tol'yatti
with

the city

Thermoelectric

a two and three

cannot

solve

Power Station.

day reserve

of coal

itself

Last

is the

summer

supply

and fall

in the storehouse

due

to deliver on the part of the Kuz'ma coal

fields and a reduction
generally

In addition,

spotty manner and violated
caused

the

coal

was

the Stute Standards.

idle time of the railway

cars

delivered

to

it operated

to failures

delivery

fund.

of coal

in the

in a very

It is fully clear that this

when unloading.

Furthermore.

by the end

of the winter season there was practically no coal stockpile at ail at the
Tol'yatti Thermoelectric Power Station and its operation was interrupted.
The fund for coal deliveries
However,

the Kuz'ma

coal

to the city was reduced

fields

did not even

meet

in the third quarter.

these

reduced

delivery

requests.
The shortage was especially acute in August.
At the same time,
almost half of the deliveries for fuel oil to the Volga Automobile Plant
Thermoelectric

Power

Station

were

not met.

This

was,

as they

say,

a painful

lesson.

However,

now

I will

tell

about

certain innovations which typify the preparation of the city for the coming
winter.
For example, we have introduced the readiness certificate.
[t is
issued to industrial enterprises, organizations and housing projects which
have prepared for work under winter conditions.
The heads of the district
comissions sign these readiness certificates,
certification of readiness for winter.
These

documents

themselves
about

force

economic

and to efficiently

the readiness

leaders

correct

certificates,

and everyone

to move

quickly,

shortcomings.

and therefore

must

receive

to be exacting

Everyone

each worker,

this

toward

in the city knows
engineer

employee on whom the preparation of the city for winter depends
a sense of personal responsibility for it.

and

is filled with

Another innovation of ours is the development of special instructions and
popularization of them at the enterprises.
The idea of these is "Winter
Without Surprises".
Now, they know at each enterprise who must do specifically what in the
electricity, heat
This

year,

as never

for the city.
western

period of heavy
and fuel.

Main

before,

frost,

we are

This work includes
Heating

Line.

as well

energetically

as

in cases

improving

the heating

completing the construction

connecting

it to the heating

of shortages

of

system

of the North-

system along

Gor'kiy

Street, constructing a gas distribution substation and high pressure gas
lines in the village of Shlyuzovoy, placing the steam lines and connections
in operation from Novozavodskaya Street to the Eastern Main Line and building
new

boilers.

Of course, the municipal executive committee devotes the most careful attention to preparing schools, hospitals, nurseries, cafeterias and other social
and cultural installations for winter.
We are doing everything possible so
that the winter breakdowns in municipal transport will not be repeated and
so that the streets and squares will be promptly and regularly cleared in
winter.
Housing projects and the preparation of vegetable
storehouses for winter have not been forgotten.

In preparing the city for winter, the municipal Soviet
permanent commissions, deputies' groups and posts.
The
skillfully use their authority and properly examine and
problems.
Central District Deputies' Group No. 4 which

relies daily on the
majority of deputies
solve many practical
is headed by the

blacksmith from the concrete and steel structure factory
gained authority among the residents of its subdistrict.

proposal or observation from
the subdistrict for the cold
Recently, the leaders of the
on this matter at a meeting
One of the best
consists

deputies'

of 53 deputies

V. Berestov has
Not a single

the electors relating to the preparation of
weather has been overlooked by the group.
communal housing departments were questioned
of the group.

groups
from

and potato

works

local

in the synthetic

Soviets

and

is headed

rubber plant.

It

by the machinist

from this plant M. Parasyuk.
The economy of the enterprise is very complex,
with the majority of the production equipment and entire units operating in
the open.
It is not simple to ensure rhythmand precise operation of this
chemical

giant,

especially

in winter.

Therefore,

the deputy-chemists

to-

gether with the factory people's monitors are now conducting surprise
inspections and requiring reports from the heads of shops and services on
the fulfillment of the plans for the preparation for winter at their meetings.
Deputies!

monitoring

posts

have been

set up in sections

where

new

construction

is under way.
A great amount of work has been done at the plant and many
important problems relating to the preparation for winter have been solved.
The deputies'

Plant,

groups

at the Volga Automobile

the electrotechnical

initiative

in this

peried.

Plant,

the Volga Cement

plant and other enterprises
When you pass

through

Machinery

are working with

the city,

you will

see the

Signs "Deputies Post'"'.
We have 86 of them, combining approximately 300
deputies from municipals and district Soviets.
Many posts have been set
up directly at energy supply objectives.
Post No. 14 consisting of deputies
from the Central

District

Soviet

N. Sysuyeva

and A.

It was set up at the district boiler plant where,
vision by the deputies is especially important.

Yegorova

as is clear,

is outstanding.

prompt

super-

I would like to emphasize that we are not striving to ensure normal operation
of the municipal economy, including the communal economy and to supply the
citizens of Tol'yatti with sufficient fuel in winter at any price.
We will
do this wisely and economically, not permitting excessive consumption of
fuel

and electricity.

The

citizens

of Tol'yatti

remember

the order

for

strict economy well, and we have placed this requirement, “or saving on both
the large and small scales, as an inviolable requirement in all of our tireless work to prepare for the new heating season.
Therefore, every last
detail which would make it possible to save fuel is accounted for in the
plans compiled at the enterprises.
Such scrupulous thrift will save the
nation hundreds
much money.

of tons

Preparation of a large
task.
A goal-oriented

of fuel,

thousands

of kilowatts

industrial city for winter
combination of the efforts

of electricity

and

conditions is a difficult
of the municipal Party

organizations, the executive committee of the municipal Soviet, the workers
of industry, production and communal economy and wide circles of society
will bring success.
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[Text]
Measures to ensure an uninterrupted
economy in the fall and winter of 1979-1980

energy supply to the national
and efficient consumption of

fuel, electricity and heat were discussed at the zonal
28 September in Khar'kov.
Secretaries of Party oblast

deputy chairmen

of the oblast

executive

committees

conference held on
committees, the

and the Kiev municipa.

executive committee, heads of industrial-transport departments of oblast
and municipal Party committees, workers from people's monitoring organs,

the heads of energy combines, electric power stations, and railroads, the
heads and chief power workers of ministries and departments and the heads
of a number of industrial enterprises in the Ukraine and Moldavia were
invited

to

it.

The Deputy Chairman of the Council
Burmistrov opened the meeting.

of Ministers

of the Ukrainian

SSR A. A.

In their reports, the Minister of Energy and Electrification of the Ukrainian
SSR A. N. Makukhin and the chief of the Main Energy and Electrification
Directorate of the Council of Ministers of the Moldavian SSR V. P. Karpov
emphasized that the important task now is to ensure a reliable energy supply
to industry, agriculture, communal enterprises and the populace in the forthcoming period of maximum requirements.
The efforts of the production collectives should be directed toward careful and thorough preparation of
enterprises

a further
are used
then.

and organizations

improvement
and

The lessons

toward

for operation

under winter

conditions,

toward

in the efficiency with which fuel and energy resources

unquestioning

fulfillment

of the past winter were analyzed

of instructions

on economy

from these positions.

in

It was

noted that the supply of electricity to consumers was basically reliable.
However, it was not possible to avoid certain difficulties.
In particular,

certain units at the Voroshilovgrad State Area Power Plant operated with low
reliability and one of the units at the Uglegorod State Area Power Plant was
under repair for a long time.
The operation of heating systems broke down
in Odessa.
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Appropriate conclusions should be drawn from such facts pointed out at the
meeting and they should not be permitted to recur in the future.
Unfailing
attention

should

be devoted

to ensuring

that new

energy

capabilities

are

placed in operation and to prompt repair of modular equipment.
The speakers
and those giving reports spoke against those delivering enterprises and
supply organs which do not always promptly supply power workers with spare
parts

and materials.

Pressing
lines,

tasks

are improving the reliability of electrical

including

those

serving

rural

consumers

power transmission

and perfecting

the work

of

fuel transport organs, the preparation of which should be taken under the
personal supervision of the heads of power combines and electrical power
stations.
It is necessary to show concern about developing sufficient
facilities for unloading fuel in order to avoid excessive idle time of
railroad cars under difficult weather conditions.
One of the main

depends

factors

is reducing

and heat.

achieved

By skillfully

significant

of Energy

on which

efficient

the consumption

using reserves,

savings:

of the Ukrainian

use

of fuel

of fuel

and

energy resources

for the production of electricity

many electric

power

75,000 tons of fuel were

SSR in eight months

of this

stations

have

saved by the Ministry
year.

However,

the

channels for losses have not been closed everywhere, leading to significant
overconsumption of coal, fuel oil and natural gas.
This forces us to take
all steps necessary in order to eliminate the causes of losses now, on the
threstoid of the crucial winter period.
In creating fuel reserves for the winter, power workers are relying on unquestioning fulfillment of assignments to provide electric power plants with
fuel on the part of coal, oil processing and gas enterprises and railroad
transport.
How efficiently this fuel is used will depend to a decisive
degree on the fulfillment of the organizational and technological plans
developed in energy combines and at electri: power stations.
As was pointed
out at the meeting, it is therefore necessary to establish strict control
over the implementation of what has been outlined and to increase the role
of socialist competition and moral and material encouragement for economizing
in resources.

The partners
an important

of power workers, the consumers, may and are obligated to have
word in the struggle for improving economy.
The municipal

economy of Kiev, the 8th State Ball Bearing Factory in Khar'kov and many
other enterprises take a thrifty approach toward the utilization of electricity.
This experience must be made common knowledge and it is necessary
to decisively suppress cases of waste and overconsumption of the established
limits

for

frequently

the use

of fuel,

at certain

construction

materials,

electricity

enterprises

and heat.

of ferrous

the chemical

Such

cases

and non-ferrous

and petrochemical

still

occur

metallurgy,

industry

and trans-

port.
The

results

of the activity

plans and obligations

of the national

for the current

economy,

the

year and the start

fulfillment

of the

in the new year

depend

to a vast degree on how well the national

electricity

during

the winter.

It was

economy

emphasized

is supplied with

at the meeting

that

Party,

Soviet, trade union and Komsomol organs are called upon to provide effective,
daily supervision over the fulfillment of quotas for extracting and transporting all types of fuel and saving energy resources.
Achieving success
in this

matter

is a common

of all ministries,
Member

of the

task which

departments

Politburo

should

and productive

and Secretary

of the

be

solved by the combined

collectives
Ukrainian

efforts

party to it.

Communist

Party Central

Committee A. A. Titarenko, Sector Chief of the Department of Machine Construction of the CPSU Central Committee V. M. Frolyshev, First Deputy Minister of
Energy and Electrification of the USSR Ye. I. Borisov and others spoke at
the meeting.
Leading workers from the Ukrainian and Moldavian Communist Party
Central Committees, the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR and Council
of Ministers of the Moldavian SSR and the leaders of a number of ministries

and departments
pated in it.
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[Interview with B. V. Nikol'skiy, Deputy Chairman of the Moscow Sovint, by
L. Velikanova, LITERATURNAYA GAZETA special correspondent: "Heat of the
City"]
[Text]
Last winter caught many of our cities unprepared.
Our newspaper received complaints from Leningrad and
Kazan’, Novosibirsk and Omsk....
Our readers also leveled
serious complaints about winter foulups in Moscow as well.
Some city services officials blamed the extremely cold
weather, and not with c justification: the last time such
low temperatures were recorded in Moscow for such an extended period of time was 40 years ago, in the winter of

1939/40.

Others,

while agreeing that

the winter was

in-

deed a severe one, at the same time mentioned, not entirely without irony, that neither Moscow, nor Leningrad, nor
Central Russia, and least of all Siberia, are in the
tropics, and therefore winter "surprises" can be expected,
if not predicted.
All this is behind us now, however.
Muscovites were very pleased to learn
that as early as
May, long before the onset of the following winter, the
party's city committee and the Moscow City Soviet adopted
a number of decisions specifying thorough preparations for
the next winter.
The questions raised in this interview go beyond the
realm of household comfort.
A cold apartment and other
public services deficiencies, grouped into an integral
category, unquestionably affect people's comfort and wellbeing, and become transformed from a purely personal
factor into, so to speak, a societal, spiritual factor.
We will be discussing today how Moscow has prepared for
this coming winter.
The experience of Moscow is extremely important for all: as they say, Moscow sets the tone
in all things.
Having learned what has been done in the
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capital,

municipal

services

officials

will undoubtedly seek to emulate and
whether they are completely prepared

in other

Soviet

cities

consider the question
for winter.

of

[Question]
Esteemed Boris Vasil'yevich!
Let us examine those
aspects of
preparing the city for winter which essentially answer only one but an extremely important, one might say the most important question: will there be
heat in our buildings?
Or more precisely, what has been done to ensure
that Muscovites be able to live and work under normal temperature conditions no matter how bad the weather?
In this connection we should like to
learn from you not simply what decisions have been made (they have been
reported in the papers) but about those quite concrete measures which have
followed the decisions and which will prevent a repeat of last winter's
foulup.
Will Muscovites be warm this winter, even if the winter is as

severe

as last year's?

[Answer]
Preparations for winter have been so extensive and all-encompassing -- on the average half again as much has been spent as normal, and
twice to two and a half times as much on some items -- that now we can

meet

the worst weather

fully armed.

There

still

which greatly concerns many heating engineers
I should like to focus attention on this item.
dependent not only on how the central heating
up to the tenants themselves.
Have they done
that heat does not escape from the building?
this

crews,

score,

since

last

on responding

winter,

in spite

to an emergency

of

call

the

is a small "but," however,

and us on the Moscow Soviet.
Heat in apsrtments is
system is working.
Much is
everything they can to ensure
We are far from confident on
bitter

cold

weather,

repair

("The radiator has burst!..."),

time and again saw that windows and doors were not sealed, and sometimes
cold-weather ventilation windows were not tightly shut.
The entranceways
of many buildings were also not winter-sealed.
Sometimes precisely this
was the primary cause of heating system breakdowns.
While not attempting
to absolve from blame the municipal services (guilty parties in last year's
foulups were severely punished) or to shift responsibility
to building
tenants for poor heating, I should like to cite a figure which was calculated for a normal Moscow winter, and certainly not for particularly
bitter cold spells.
Approximately 15% of heat is lost by an uninsulated
apartment which in2s not been readied for winter.
This increases the load
on the heating system by 15-20%.
And this is an enormous
additional ex-

penditure
[Question]
able....
[Answer]

of energy.
I believe

Yes,

they

that

should

what

is required

be much

more

of

us

tenants

economy-conscious.

is understand-

In

this

country,

for example, per capita hot water consumption is 110-130 liters per day,
while the figure for the GDR, France and Italy is 80, and 100 liters
maximum.
And this happens only because many of us simply let the faucet
run....
And now I shall relate what has been done to give the cold weather
a "wara'’ reception.
The volume of winter preparatory activities has
totaled 3)0 million rubles in monetary terms.
In order to keep life in the
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city moving smoothly in the winter, even a most severe winter, measures
were sequentially examined and adopted right down the entire chain of
processes -- from obtaining fuel, stockpiling it, the operation of heatsupplying enterprises, right down to the customer, that is, those who
receive heat.
The scale of our city, and therefore of our work is such
that in order to maintain normal temperatures during cold weather we must
consume every 24 hours approximately 55 million cubic meters of natural
gas, approximately 400 railroad cars of coal, and 500 cars of fuel oil.
This is why we began with stockpiling fuel.
We then proceeded to eliminate
all the most vulnerable points at the heat and electric power plants.
First of all we had to insulate at these plants, which had not been a
matter of concern prior to last winter's unusually bitter cold for our
middle-latitude regions.
In order for nonspecialists to understand what
we are dealing with here, I shall discuss this important question in somewhat greater detail -- the point in question is the operational readiness
of heat sources and of all our heat and power facilities base.
And it is
immense.
Almost 85% of Muscovites receive centralized heat (and I mean
heat plus hot water).
This is more than in any other city in the world.
Thirteen big central heat and power plants and 45 large heating plants
supply heat to 50,000 apartment buildings, office and industrial buildings.

[Question]
question

local

Excuse me for interrupting,
arises

"Uncle

apartment.
cold....

here:

Boris

is such centralization

Vasya"” would

turn up the heat,

Now everything

is consolidated,

Vasil'yevich,
a good

thing?

but a new
In the past

a

and it would be warm in the
centralized,

and sometimes

[Answer]
No, with todays scale we can no longer count on an "Uncle Vasya" -we are short of manpower even with centralized heat supply.
But of course
that is not the only point.
Development of centralized heat supply systems has made it possible sharply to boost labor productivity in this
sector, to eliminate the tough job of furnace stoker;
to improve working
conditions in boiler rooms, and to itsmrove the professional qualifications
of boiler operating per_onnel.
Centralized heat supply sources are
located for the most part in industrial zones, far from housing, and this
is also an important point -- polluting stack gases and particulates have
not yet been eliminated.
Of course centralization should not worsen but
on the contrary should constantly improve a city's heat supply, and this is
a goal toward which we ire striving in performing these winter-preparatory

activities.

[Question]

Let

us

return

to them....

[Answer]
The fact is that the 40° below zero temperatures hit primarily
the heat supply sources: the machinery rooms were cold and damp, a fog
hung in the air, and equipment and monitoring instruments were covered
with frost and ice.
At the same time the equipment was compelled to
operate heavily overloaded.
As a result some equipment broke down.
Repair and adjustment of boilers, distribution pumps and other equipment
have been performed for the most part during the summer and early fall.
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Nevertheless a number of problems have not yet been resolved.
As we know,
repair and maintenance activities prior to the beginning of the heating
season take four and a half months.
A large part of the equipment
has been
overhauled during this period.
But a great deal remains to be done before
the winter cold arrives.
And although little time remains for this to be
accomplished, the Ministry of Power sometimes takes workers off maintenance and puts them on construction jobs scheduled to be completed this
year.
Putting new facilities on-stream is of course a matter of priority
importance,

since

the

number

of

customers

in massive

development

areas

is

sharply increasing.
But instead of concentrating efforts on those
facilities which are to be completed this year and supply heat, the
ministry is scattering construction manpower among jobs which are not
power engiheering projects.
Improving insulation of heat and electric
power plants is a very important part of the job.
Window glazing has been
improved, missing walls and partitions have been built, a space heating
system has been installed, and machinery rooms have been equipped with
flameless burners and additional space heaters.
This work must also be
continued and completed, however, for the reliability of a heat supply
source depends in large measure on its resistance to cold weather.
As we
all krow, heat supply sources are linked to the customers by a system of

pipes --

thousands

of kilometers

of piping,

comprising

the city's heat

distribution network.
To get an idea of its scale, the large networks of
heat mains exceed 2,000 kilometers, and approximately 8,000 including
small lines.
Unfortunately pipes are subject to corrosion, so that any
pipe can fail, burst.
And as many as 100 buildings are connected to some

pipes.

It was necessary

to inspect all the city's heat distribution

net-

works.
In order to determine weak points, the pipes were subjected to
a pressure of 33 atmospheres instead of the normal 16.
Of course where
a pipe is thin, a rupture will occur.
So the maintenance crews "burst" unreliable pipes and replace them with new ones.
Burst and replaced.
More
than 700 defective sections of pipe were located and repaired.
The capacity of chemical water treatment plants has been increased.
This has
greatly improved system reliability.
Additional connections were made
between the main heat "rivers."
Thus in case of a breakdown, one heat line
can

come

ments

to

will

the

[Question]

ture

aid

remain

is 18°.

You

of another.

normal

mention

I believe

during
normal

And

the

the most

temperature

severe

‘emperature.

in Muscovites'

apart-

weather.

As we

know,

normal

that 18° is only a minimum below which

tempera-

it becomes

very uncomfortable in an apartment.
Of course a temperature of 18° is
quite acceptable for young people, but it is hardly suitable for older
people, and particularly the sick and elderly.
I must note that, to the
credit of the organizations in charge of heat supply, in every mild winter
the temperature in apartments in actual fact has exceeded 18° and has been
actually, not just technically acceptable for living comfort -- approximately 21°.
Can Muscovites and the residents of other cities expect the

temperature

in their homes

this winter
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to range between

19 and 21°?

[Answer]

Let

in Chapter

us check with

1, entitled

"A temperature

apartment

Construction

“Apartment

of 18° has been

buildings.”

Standards

Buildings.

specified

and

Regulations.

Design Standards,"

for calculating

This temperature was determined

Here

it reads:

heating

systems

in

in consultation with

medical experts.
And since it is stated in the standards, this means it
defines the optimal level of capital spending for development of heet supply facilities.
I should like to mention that with good-quality construction of apartment buildings and utility systems, and when all heat
supply services are operating normally, a temperature of 18° is maintained
in apartments when the outside temperature is -25.
With warmer weather
(above

-20)

numerous
household

the

studies,
sources

temperature

in apartments,

is maintained
of heat

precisely

(kitchen

stoves,

as

has

been

at a level
hot

water,

indicated

of 20-21°,
lights,

by

from

etc).

I must

state that scientific research organizations are presently drafting
proposals on changing certain rated temperatures.
A definite objective
being pursued: to provide reserve heat generating capability to be able
handle colder winters than specified in current standards documents.

is
to

[Question]
Why is it that even in a normal winter it is cold in some
buildings and hot in others, sometimes even stifling hot?
Some tenants
must always bundle up, while others walk around lightly clothed.
[Answer]
You have touched upon a problem which definitely requires investigatica, because self-discipline by the customers determines failurefree operation of the entire system.
The fact is that in Moscow there are
heat and electric power plants the piping systems of which run 20 kilometers.

Let us say a customer

decides

to warm up “his” building.

He opens up an

additional valve, increasing hot water inflow.
The situation of his
neighbor down line immediately worsens, and he becomes colder (after all,
heating lines are interconnecting).
Every one who becomes colder may fol-

low the example of the first offender and open “his own" additional valves
and heat "his" building.
This chain reaction of violations results in a
situation where they run short of the chemically treated water which
usually enters the heating lines.
At the heat and power plant the order
given to run raw water (that is, untreated water right from the river).
In 4 days

the

untreated

water,

which

contains

considerable

salts,

is

corrodes

and clogs the pipes with these salts.
The system breaks down.
Centralized heat supply is a unified system which is very rigidly regulated, calculated for a high standard of service.
But at the present time unfortunately it is sometimes treated worse than a local boiler facility.
Instead of properly insulating rooms, entranceways, shutting off and insulating basements, and garrets, instead of doing a better job of insulating a building's pipes, customers frequently seek to make up for heat
losses by placing excessive demands on the central heating plant.
[Question]
I should like to discuss in greater detail what lessons were
learned from last year's unfortunate experiences by housing operation
offices and rayon housing administrations.
The paper is still receiving
letters from readers attesting to the fact that far from all operations

have been put into order.
Some write that they still have no hot water,
others that their roof leaks, and still others that entranceway doors
have not been repaired.
This is cause for concern.

[Answer]

I must

note that this year preparation

of housing

for winter

operations has been conducted in a very serious manner.
Considerable
attention
was focused on improving the heat retention of apartment buildings; thorough insulation and sealing work was performed.
In most rayons
acceptance inspection of structures and utility lines readied for winter is
performed

by special

commissions,
and readiness

certificates

are

issued.

Things are not so well organized everywhere, however.
Unfortunately complaints continue to be received by the Moscow City Soviet as well.
This is
happening in particular because Glavmosremont umwarrantedly dragged out
work on heat lines, especially in housing construction cooperative buildings, and housing organizations do not always promptly respond to complaints and are slow about taking measures to correct problems.
[Question]
My next question deals specifically with reporting a problem.
Where should one phone in case of equipment failure or an emergency?
In
some microrayons utilities are centralized, and microphones are installed
in the entranceways.
These microphones are to be used to report problems.
The tenants do not see who they are complaining to and they are not sure
at all that someone is listening, that is, that their complaint will not
be more than a voice crying in the wilderness.
Judging from our mail, this
is frequently in fact the case.
The situation is also far from ideal in
those buildings where there is no intercom.
Some tenants obtain the housing operation office telephone number and call them (incidentally, why is
one forced to seek out these numbers?
Why not display these numbers in
building entranceways so that everybody knows who to call under what circumstances?).
And at present telephone calls as a rule are not much help.
For example, sometimes the reply to a specific question: "Why is the hot

water
less:

turned off and when will it be turned back on?" is totally meaning"We have no control over the heating plant."
Does this not attest

to organizational carelessness in the city's heat utility system?
Since
nobody knows who to turn to and who is responsible for what, the utility
operations people can easily develop a sense of irresponsibility.
We all
know, for example, that one organization is responsible for gas -- Mosgaz,
but who is in charge of heat?
The Ministry of Power?
The Moscow Housing
Administration?
The housing operation offices?
It seems to me that the
city should be in charge of heat.
The Mosteplo Administration, for instance.
It should be in charge, and should accept all responsibility.
[Answer]
Your question can be divided into two parts.
The first deals
with work style.
In any housing organization, be it ministerial or municipal, they always know why a breakdown has occurred and why, let us say, there
is an interruption in hot water supply.
But instead of immediately informing tenants precisely and in detail, instead of reassuring them and
explaining what measures are being taken to correct the problem, they
frequently

give

them

some

vague

response

which

evokes

only

irritation.

cidentally, this problem is much more serious than it sometimes
are living better, and we are becoming more demanding, and this
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In-

seems.
We
includes

service from utilities.
Not so long ago, prior to the 1950's, when we
still had a boiler room in each building, the passing of which some
people still regret, hot water in the apartments was a great rarity and
would be provided only at certain, very indeterminate hours.
But at
that time this was considered normal, and nobody demanded anything better.
Now when the hot water is turned off in the summer for 2 or 3 weeks of
preventive maintenance, it is treated as a great calamity.
Most of us
have also forgotten that in the past the so-called heating season began
in Moscow on 15 October and ended on 15 April, regardless of weather.
Now
if the temperature does not go above 8° five days in a row, we start heating.
But it is a vast and highly complex system; it takes at least 8-10
days to bring it into full operation.
Nobody wants to wait!
The first
day after the temperature drops people start phoning: "Why are you letting us

freeze?"

although

the outside

temperature

is +10-12°.

We should not be-

come upset at all this; however, we must improve the quality of utility
services (this also applies in particular to information on utility num
bers to
patient

call).
when we

We must strive to be more attentive, to be kind and
must explain something; and we must endeavor to resolve

problems in an efficient and flexible manner when they arise.
In the final
analysis municipal services exist so that our homes are ordered and well
regulated.
Unfortunately we have not yet succeeded in achieving such a
precision operation.
But it would also be unfair to say that every tenant
complaint is “a voice crying in the wilderness."
The second part of your
question pertains to organization, establishment of a unified system of
management of the city's heating operations.
The organizational structure
indecc should be improved.
Increase in pipe diameters and length of heat
distribution systems has sharply increased demands on reliability of heat
supply and level of operation of heat supply systems in all components -heat and power plants, heat distribution systems, heating facilities and,
finally, building heating and hot water supply systems.
A single boss is
indeed needed in order to ensure coordinated operation of all these
elements of a unified system.
The heating of a city certainly cannot be
viewed solely as a municipal service.
The temperature of a room on a cold
winter day determines a person's mood and work efficiency.
It is not surprising that every 2 weeks since 15 May the CPSU Moscow City Committee and
Moscow City Soviet have been obtaining status reports on work accomplished,
have been checking to determine how pre-winter preparations are advancing,
and have been taking measures to ensure that the final phase of preparations is handled just as responsibly as the principal stage, to ensure
that Muscovites have toasty warm apartments in which to fend off the
bitter cold of December, January and February.
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/Article by Minister of the Petroleum Industry N. A. Mal'tsev:
the USSR Petroleum Industry"/

"New Gains of

/Text/
The role of petroleum in the development of the productive forces of
society is very significant.
For every country it is nativnal wealth, a
factor of social and technical progress.
Its proportion in the world energy
balance in recent years has increz:ed to 45 percent.
Petroleum is produced
in 67 countries of the world--in North and South America, Europe, Africa,
the Near East, Asia and Australia.
The Soviet Union is the oldest petroleum region of the world.
In the more
than century-long history the amount of petroleum extracted from the depths

of the USSR along with gas condensate

exceeds

8 billion

tons.

And the bulk

of the production falls to the last 25 years, when such petroleum-producing
centers of the country as the Urals-Volga region and Western Siberia were
developed.
In 1971-1975 alone 2.15 billion tons of petry lem and gas condensate were produced in the country, while in three years of the 10th FiveYear Plan more than 1.6 billion tons were produced.
In 1978 their production was 18 percent of the world production.
The daily attention of the Communist Party and the Soviet Government to the
development of the petroleum industry, as well as the heroic, dedicated labor
of workers, engineering and technical personnel and scientists, who are employed both directly in the petroleum industry and in related sectors of the
national economy of the country, are a guarantee of the success of the oil
workers.
At the

Comrade

25th

CPSU Congress

General

L. I. Brezhnev said:

Secretary

"The core

of the CPSU Central

of the party economic

Committee

strategy,

which permeates both the 10th Five-Year Plan and the long-range future, is
the further increase of the economic might of the country, the expansion
and radical updating of the productive capital, the assurance of th=- stable
balanced growth of heavy industry--the foundation of the economy.
This sets
enormous tasks for the sectors which should meet the growing demands of the
country for metals, fuel, energy, chemical products...."

The petroleum industry, to whose development the Soviet Government is devoting great attention and allocating considerable financial and material re~sources, belongs to these key sectors of the national economy.
In 1971-1975
alone about 18 billion rubles were allocated, while in three years of the
10th Five-Year Plan nearly 14 billion rubles were assimilated.
Owing to
this a great industrial and technical potential and a significant scientific
research base have been created in the sector.
During the 10th Five-Year Plan the further acceleration of the increase of
petroleum production in new regions and its stabilization and maintenance at
a high level in old regions are the basis of the policy in the development
of the petroleum industry.
The increase of social production and labor productivity, scientific and
technical progress and the improvement of management and planning are the
main strategy in the sector, as in all sectors of the national economy of
the country.
In recent years the oil workers of the Soviet Union have solved several
fundamentally important problems, which have been responsible for the constant increase of petroleum production.
In 1976-1978 the production of
petroleum with gas condensate increased in the country from 491 to 572 million ‘ons.
During this period more than 270 petroleum and gas deposits
were discovered, and new data making it possible to step up prospecting
Lperations in some petroleum-producing regions were obtained.
First of all it is necessary to note the acrelerated development of the
leading petroleum-producing base of the country--Western Siberia.
The annual increase of petroleum production in this region exceeded 30 million
tons.
In the spring of 1978 the billionth ton of petroleum since the
start of the working of the deposits was extracted.
In 1979 more than 280
million tons of petroleum will be produced, while in 1980--the last year of
the 10th Five-Year Plan--the Siberian oil workers will provide the national
economy with more than 300 million tons.
And all this has been achieved in
prac lice, starting with 1964, when the first 200,000 tons of Siberian petroleum arrived at the Omsk Petroleum Refinery.
Not one petroleum-producing region of the country has known such a rapid
rate of development or achieved such a level of petroleum production.
These figures and facts reflect with enormous force the economic potential
of the country, which made it possible in the shortest possible time under
the most difficult natural and climatic conditions, on a large, almost uninhabited territory, to build modern oil fields, to construction mighty
petroleum refineries and petroleum pipeline systems, which gave access to
Siberian petroleum to the western and eastern parts of the country, electric
power transmission lines from the mighty Surgutskaya GRES, modern roads,
railroads, airports and large cities.

Along with the increase of petroleum production in Western Siberia new
petroleum-producing regions were developed in the Soviet Union.
The Usinsk

and Vozey petroleum deposits are being rapidly developed
In 1976-1978 the production of petroleum
increased twofold and in 1979 will reach
Petroleum
creasing.

production

in the Georgian

in the Komi ASSR.

and gas condensate
17 million tons.

SSR and the Udmurtskaya

in the republic

ASSR

is in-

The collectives of oil workers of Tataria, Bashkiria and Kuybyshevskaya
Oblast, who, while working under the difficult conditions of the decline of
petroleum production at the main deposits being worked, are taking all steps
to maintain its high level, have successfully coped with the assignments of
three years of the five-year plan.
The collectives of oil workers of the
Checheno-Ingushskaya ASSR, Stavropol'skiy and Krasnodarskiy krays, Saratovskaya and Volgogradskaya oblasts and other regions are showing stable results.
High levels of petroleum production are being maintained in Azerbaijan, Turkmenia, Kazakhstan, Belorussia and the Ukraine.
In the petroleum industry one of the main problems is the degree of utilization of the detected reserves of petroleum, which are nonrenewable and
which it is necessary to treat very carefully.
In 1975 the Fundamentals of Legislation
of the USSR and the Union Republics
on Mineral Resources were approved at the Third Session, Ninth Convocation,
of the USSR Supreme Soviet.
In them the problems of the rational, complete
and econonical utilization of mineral resources, as well as of the acceleration of the development and introduction in production of new highly efficient systems for extracting raw materials were indicated as the most important problems.
In

the

Main

Directions

of

USSR

National

Economic

which were approved by the 25th CPSU Congress,

Development

for

the task was set:

1976-1980,

"To improve

the use of natural resources of petroleum, to increase the petroleum yield
of formations...."
The solution of this scientific and technical problem,
which is important to the sector, will make it possible to increase the efficiency and quality of work in petroleum production.
The methods of maintaining the formational pressure by injecting water into
the beds have been used extensively in the Soviet Union since the beginning
of the working of deposits (which ensures a great efficiency).
About 90
percent of the petroleum in the country is produced using these methods,
which makes it possible to achieve high rates of its recovery and, what is
the main thing, a higher petroleum extraction.
However, for Soviet oil
workers this is already insufficient--the time has come to shift to a higher
technical and technological level of the working of deposits.
Therefore, in the area of petroleum production and the working of deposits
much attention is being devoted to the increase of petroleum extraction by
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means of the steady improvement of the methods and systems of working, which
are being used, and the available equipment, the development and adoption of
new methods of affecting the beds.
The demands on the level of the formulation of the technological projects
of the working of deposits and their practical execution and on the improvement of planning in the area of basic production--the extraction of petroleum--have increased.
The main task facing scientists, designers
for petroleum extraction is their constant
deposits.
Only the precise implementation
working, and the the timely placement into
and the making of a set of studies on the
connected with this, will make it possible
of petroleum-bearing depths.

and the production collectives
participation in the working of
of the technological projects of
operation of oil field objects
beds and wells being operated are
to achieve the most efficient use

At the beginning of the 10th Five-Year Plan a long-range comprehensive program of the industrial adoption of new methods of increasing petroleum extraction was outlined.
Great scientific forces, including the USSR Academy
of Sciences, were recruited to implement it.
Petrochemical, chemical and
power workers and machine builders are working on it jointly with the oil
workers.
The Soyuztermneft' and Soyuzneftepromkhim specialized scientific
production associations have been set up in the sector.
The adoption of new technology is a slow and capital-intensive process.
Nevertheless reserves for considerably increasing the recoverable reserves
are contained precisely in the increase of the coefficient of petroleum extraction.
Therefore, in the future new technology will be used more and
more.
In attaching great importance to the further improvement of the use of mineral resources, the Communist Party and th: Soviet Government envisage the
allocation of considerable physical and financial assets for the implementation of the outlined program of increasing petroleum extraction.
All this
attests to the increased potentials of the economy of mature socialism and
is an advantage of the planned system of the management of the economy.
During the 10th Five-Year Plan several methods of increasing petroleum extraction have been readied for industrial adoption: flooding with the use
of solutions of surfactants and polymers, the injection of caustic soda,
sulfuric acid and trisodium phosphate, foam systems, gas under high pressure, heat carriers (hot water, steam), intrabed burning.
Flooding with
micellar solutions, the injection of liquid carbon dioxide and others are
being readied for industrial testing.
Pilot industrial operations are being carried out at 45 deposits.
The first favorable results of using the
new methods have already been obtained.
They should become more significant
in the next few years.
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The development of the petroleum industry is being accompanied by a steady
increase in the degree of flooding of the wells.
This process is objective
and is connected with the ever increasing number of wells which have been
operated for a long time.
Under these conditions the achievement of the
outlined levels of petroleum production will require a sharp increase of the
available producing wells and first of all mechanized wells.
In 1976-1978 alone the available mechanized wells increased 11.6 percent.
In subsequent years it will increase even more intensively.
In this connection in the area of petroleum production technology the improvement of the
means of raising the fluid is of great importance.
In the petroleum industry highly productive units of deep-well centrifugal
pumps are being used more and more.
However, even more productive pumping
plants are now already required.
At present the designers have developed units with a delivery of 1,000 to
1,400 m3/day.
And the task of the plants of the Ministry of Chemical and
Petroleum Machine Building and the Ministry of the Electrical Equipment Industry is to place them into production.
Moreover, under the conditions of
the steady increase of the mechanized recovery of petroleum it is necessary
to increase significantly the demandingness on the quality and reliability
of pumping plants.
The increase of the available mechanized wells, which have a shorter overhaul
period as compared with flowing wells, will require an increase of the
capacities for the overhaul and maintenance of wells.
At the same time such
a mechanized type of operation of wells as the gas lift type has an overhaul period which is comparable to the flow method, and is the most effective
type under complicated production conditions.
Moreover, the performance of
some overhaul operations in gas lift wells is considerably simpler and does
not require great labor inputs.
The technique for operating wells with hydraulic piston pumps using easily
lowered deep-well units has such an advantage.
In this connection the oil
workers see the primary task in the area of petroleum production, along
with the sharp increase of the technical level of traditional equipment for
mechanized recovery (deep-well sucker rod pumps and deep-well centrifugal
electric pumps), in the extensive development of the gas lift method and the
introduction of hydraulic piston pumps.
The Ministry of the Petroleum Industry jointly with related ministries and
departments is drafting a comprehensive program on the improvement of existing types of equipment and the development of new ones for the mechanized
operation of wells.
This program also calls for the development of highly
mechanized units with a lifting capacity of 80-125 tons for the overhauling
of wells, the extensive use of chemical reagents for the prevention and
elimination of complications in the recovery of petroleum (corrosion, the
deposit of salts and paraffin and so on).
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The timely building up of petroleum deposits is of great importance in increasing petroleum recovery capacities.
During the past years of the 10th
Five-Year Plan work was continued on the industrialization of construction
using self-contained plants, on the increase of the automation of technological processes and on the introduction of automated control systems.
The extensive introduction of industrial methods of development at the deposits using self-contained automate: plants made it possible to shorten
considcrably the period of development of new deposits and petroleum recovery capacities.
It promotes the more efficient use of both capital investments and the human resources of construction organizations.
During 1971-1975 132 oil fields with 30,000 available wells, which ensure
the recovery of 300 million tons of petroleum with gas condensate, were completely automated in the sector.
During 1976-1978 another 66 fields with
13,500 available wells and an annual production of 140 million tons were
added to them.
At present 78 percent of the petroleum is being produced at
automated fields.
In the future the main efforts in the area of automation and control will be
aimed at increasing the level oi automation of technological processes.
The
automated organizational and technological control systems at the main works
of the petroleum industry will be improved and developed on this basis.
‘cil drilling, which also plays the main role in the comprehensive prospecting of deposits, is the main process when developing petroleum recovery
capacities.
In this connection much attention in the USSR is being devoted
to the technical level of drilling operations.
In recent years new drilling rigs with diesel-hydraulic drive for the drilling of producing and development wells with a depth of 2,000-6,500 m, as
well as drilling rigs for drilling cluster wells have been developed and
partially put into production.
These rigs are fitted with powerful pumps,
machinery for facilitating and speeding up lowering and raising operations,
a modern circulating system which includes vibrating screens, desanders,
dispersers and so on.
The design and configuration
of equipment in large blocks

of 60 tons,
of 40 tons

in small blocks
and

in units

of drilling rigs call for the transportation
on special heavy trucks with a carrying capacity

(sections)

on trailers

by general-purpose

with a carrying capacity

transport.

In the USSR the technical level of drilling bits has been increased considerably.
Plants have begun to produce the parts of bits from steels which have
undergone electroslag and vacuum-arc smelting.
Scientific research and design organizations have developed 122 type sizes of bits of new designs for
slow-speed and high-speed drilling with sealed oil-filled supports like the
LAV, IAN, 2AN and 3AN.
The production of 75 type sizes is already being
assimilated.

The Soviet Union is the home of bottom-hole hydraulic engines for drilling
wells.
At present about 80 percent of the drilling of wells is performed
by then.
New designs of sectional spindle turbodrills with a lower rate of rotation
of the shaft are being widely used in drilling practice.
Turbodrills for
diamond drilling are being series produced.
Low-speed hydraulic screw engines have been developed and put into production.
Drilling and driving
pipe of new designs, which is of even higher strength, has been developed
and is being produced.
However, the scale of development of the petroleum industry is making on
machine builders and metallurgists demands for the considerable increase of
the output of equipment, bits, drilling and driving pipe.
Not all of the
products produced by them are yet of high quality and conform to the requirements of drilling operations.
In the future all these requirements
will increase even more.
This also applies to the production of chemical
reagents and weighting compounds for preparing drilling muds.
And the
quality of the muds is one of the decisive components of drilling technology.
At present an extensive comprehensive program on the reequipment and improvement of the organization of drilling operations is being drafted, which provides for:
the development and organization of the output of complete drilling rigs of
universal installability and greater portab‘lity and reliability, as well as
special means of transportation and installation;
the development of the production
breaking tool, drilling, driving,

of a modern, highly
pump and compressor

the development and assimilation of the series
bottomhole engines of modern designs;

productive rockpipe of modern designs;

production

of hydraulic

the development of the production of highly effective materials and chemical
reagents for the preparation, processing and regulation of the properties
of drilling muds, as well as equipment for the drilling mud management of
drilling organizations.
At the same time the creation of new production capacities and the renovation
of operating machine building and metallurgical enterprises, enterprises of
the chemical and microbiological industry and other related sectors are
called for.
The solution of this important problem is connected not only with the quantitative increase of the output of drilling equipment, tools, pipe, chemical
reagents and materials, but primarily with the considerably increase of
their quality.
Much attention in drilling is being devoted to the increase of labor productivity.
The directive of the 25th CPSU Congress on shortening the period

of construction of wells by 25-30 percent by means of the introduction of
new equipment, the improvement of technological processes and the organization of work on the entire cycle of the construction of wells up to their
placement into operation is being successfully implemented.
The meterage per bit in development drilling during 1976-1976 increased
39.4 percent, the commercial rate increased 183 m/standard month.
The experience of constructing wells according to the continuous schedule is becoming more and more widespread in the sector.
This made it possible to
shorten the cycle of construction of wells as compared with 1975 by 26 percent.
In the next few years the amounts of drilling
sharply in the majority of petroleum regions
ther increase the capacities for the recovery
its reserves.
They will increase the fastest
Komi ASSR.
For example, whereas in the Main

and Gas of the Tyumen’
increased

while

in

from

1980

2.8

Region the total drilling of rock from 1975 to 1978

to 4.8 million

it should

operations will increase
of the country in order to furof petroleum and to replenish
in Western Siberia and the
Administration for Petroleum

approach

m,

in

1979

10 million

it should

reach

m and increase

7 million

mn,

subsequently.

The outlined program of drilling in Western Siberia will require a large
amount of work on the development of new capacities and production bases
of drilling organizations, the anticipatory development of new sites (the
construction of cluster foundations, intrafield roads, electric power transmission lines, water mains and other objects).
Just as at present, the considerable amount of drilling work in this region will be backed by the expeditionary work effort method and by means of the enlistment of the capacites of dr‘lling organizations of other petroleum-producing regions.
However, the considerable increase of the technical and economic indicators
of drilling (the increase of the industrial and commerical rates and the
meterage per brigade) and the shortening of the duration of construction of
wells for all the processes constituting the cycle should be the main condition for ensuring the ever increasing amounts of drilling operations (this

concerns

all petroleum-producing

regions).

With the rapid development of new petroleum-producing regions the transportation of petroleum to refineries and for export is acquiring particular importance.
Each year thousands of kilometers of new high-duty main petroleum pipelines,
mainly 1,020-1,220 mm in diameter, are put into operations.
During the
years of the 10th Five-Year Plan alone their length has increased by
7,600 km, and for the country as a whole they were more than 54,000 km.
The freight turnover of this type of petroleum transportation increased by
more than 57 percent, which made it possible to reduce its conveyance by
rail by 22.3 percent.

eT

Much experience in building large main petroleum pipelines under the
tions of Siberia and very marshy areas has been gained in the Soviet

condiUnion.

The conversion to the complete block construction of petroleum pumping stations, which are manufactured at plans and installed locally, has become a
truly revolutionary step
in pipeline construction.
Since 1976 90 percent
of the petroleum pumping stations have been built only by this method.
This
made it possible to shorten to one-fifth to one-fourth the period of their
construction, as in the development of oil fields, to utilize more rationally and effectively capital investments and human resources.
Much attention in the petroleum industry is being devoted to the task set by
the 25th CPSU Congress of reducing the losses of petroleum gas.
J.arge gas
refineries and gas pipelines are being built, especially in the r2w petroleum
regions, in order to increase its recovery.
As a result, the level of util-

ization of the resources

of gas during

1976-1978

increased

from 60.7

to 69.3

percent.
During the same period the unit capacities of technological plants
were considerably enlarged.
Whereas during the first years of the development of domestic gas refining primarily ped with a capacity of 220 million m3/year, and then 440-500 million m//year were built, now the unit
capacity of technological units has reached 1 billion m3/year.
In 1978
more than 70 percent of all the
petroleum gas was refined at gas refineries
with a capacity in excess of 1 billion m>/year.
In the

(mainly

future

the

in Western

increase

Siberia)

of the capacities

is also called

for refining

for.

petroleum

A set of measures

gas

on the

collection and refining of the gas of the terminal phase of separation is
being elaborated in order to increase the production of the broad fraction
of light hydrocarbons.
New facilities for the refining of petroleum gas will be built on the basis
of complete block automated production lines of increased readiness for installation and a great unit capacity.
For these purposes the machine builders should produce new types of machines and technological blocks of great
capacity, which are reliable in operation.
One of the most important national economic problems connected with petroleum is the »roblem of its rational use.
In world practice petroleum is
used primarily for fuel and energy production.
However, it is the source
of a much greater number of benefits for mankind.
It is used in the production of construction and building materials, plastics, synthetic rubber and
motor vehicle tires, varnishes, paints, detergents, vitamin and protein
compounds and others.
Therefore, the only rational thing to do is to steadily reduce the proportion
of petroleum for fuel and energy purposes and to channel it in every possible way into refining as a chemical and technological raw material.
At
the same time it is necessary to save motor ‘fuels by means of increasing the
efficiency of its use.
Of course, in solving this problem we should proceed

from the actual situation.
is practically inevitable.

At this

stage

the use of petroleum

for power

The task of creating the base for the further increase of the energy potential primarily by means of water power, nuclear fuel and inexpensive
coals was set at the 25th CPSU Congress.
The implementation of the decisions of the 25th CPSU Congress is aimed at the more rational use of
petroleun.
[In the area of petroleum the USSR is participating in economic, scientific
and technical cooperation with the socialist countries.
Soviet oil workers
are maintaining contacts with their colleagues in Bulgaria, the GDR, Poland,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Vietnam and Cuba.
Soviet petroleum scientists are helping the fraternal socialist countries in solving the complex
problems connected with the increase of the growth of reserves, the working
of petroleum deposits and increase of the coefficient
of petroleum extraction and others.
The Soviet Union is supplying the socialist countries with
petroleum and is obtaining equipment, materials and chemical reagents on
mutually advantageous conditions.
All the cooperation is taking place under

the motto

“Reciprocity

and Efficiency."

The USSR is giving much practical assistance to countries of Asia, Africa
and the Near East, which have freed themselves from the colonial yoke and
have embarked on the path of progressive development.
USSR oil workers are
_°sisting in the development and consolidation of their national petroleum
industry.
In the
special
of the
planned
tional
India,

cooperation with the state organizations of the developing countries
attention is being devoted to the complete solution of the problems
creation and development of the raw material and energy base and the
development of national industry and to the training of skilled napersonnel.
The bulk of the cooperation falls to such countries as
Algeria, Syria, Iraq, Libya and Angola.

Our foreign economic ties and scientific and technical cooperation in the
area of petroleum with capitalist countries--the United States, Canada,
Great Britain, France, the FRG, Japan, Holland, Belgium and others--are being
expanded.
The Ministry of the Petroleum Industry is cooperating both with
state organizations and with individual firms.
The Soviet oil workers are ready on the basis of the respect of the sovereign
rights of business partners to develop economic, scientific and technical
cooperation in every possible way.
It is possible to considerably expedite
the solution of all the most important problems, which are facing the petroleum industry of the world and are aimed at increasiug the well-being of
peoples, if the countries, while respecting sovereignty, will cooperate more
closely and extensively in the area of petroleum and share scientific and
technical achievements on mutually advantageous conditions.
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A decisive role in preparing raw material resources and increasing
the recovery of petroleum and gas belongs to the drilling of development
and producing wells, as a result of which new petroleum-producing capacities
are created and the set level of petroleum production is ensured.
During the period preceding the Ninth Five-Year Plan the amounts of drilling
work were determined on the basis of the increase of the production volume
at the main deposits of the European part of the USSR, Bashkiria, Tataria,
Kuybyshevskaya Oblast and others.
The tasks outlined by the 24th CPSU Congress on the development of the petroleum industry during the years of the
Ninth Five-Year Plan required a greater rate of increase of the amounts of
drilling work.
During the drafting of the plans of the Ninth Five-Year
Plan it became clear that in the increase of petroleum production the amounts
of drilling would play an important role, considerable capital investments
would be required and the demand for equipment would increase.
The drilling organizations were faced with the task to increase the profitability of drilling 1.5-fold by expediting technical progress.
At the same
time, on the basis of the assignments on the increase of the volumes of
petroleum production, during 1971-1975 the drilling organizations of the
Ministry of the Petroleum Industry had to increase the amounts of drilling
work by 15-20 percent as compared with 1966-1970.
The mobilization of the collectives of drilling organizations for the fulfillment of the decisions of the 24th CPSU Congress by means of the reduction of the cost of drilling work, the increase of the drilling rates and
the extensive development of socialist competition for the increase of the
output per drilling brigade in a year made it possible under the conditions
of constantly increasing amounts of drilling work not only to attain, but
also to exceed the outlined marks.
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The amount of drilling during the Ninth Five-Year Plan rose 15.5 percent.
At the same time the number of drilling brigades increased only 3.8 percent.
The assignment of the Ninth Five-Year Plan on the profitability of drilling
operations was also exceeded (in 1975 it was 10.2 percent as compared with
4.2 percent in 1970, that is, it was increased 2.4-fold instead of 1.5-fold,
which was stipulated by the five-year plan).
As a result of the accomplishment of these assignments the drilling organizations began to operate with
a profit, fulfilling the planning assignments on the drilling of wells.
The successful fulfillment of the plans of the Ninth Five-Year Plan is inseparably connected with the dedicated labor of the remarkable collectives
of the drilling brigades--the production leaders, the engineering and technical personnel, who are capable of solving complicated organizational and
technological problems.
Scientific

Institute

research

institutes,

of Drilling Techniques,

such

as the All-Union

the VNIIKRneft',

Scientific

the VNIITneft',

Research

terri-

torial scientific research and design institutes have achieved considerable
gains in the solution of the most important problems in the area of the
drilling and testing of wells.
During the 10th Five-Year Plan the drilling organizations were faced with
the task of increasing the efficiency of drilling operations, shortening
by 25-30

percent

the

period

of construction

of wells

by means

of

the

fur-

Lu.er increase of drilling rates, the introduction of new equipment and technology, as well as the improvement of the organization of operations and the
use of advanced methods of the development (testing) of wells.
This is a
qualitatively new approach to drilling operations, which requires the consideration of each well as a start-up project
of the petroleum-producing
capacities being built and the shift from the drilling of meterage to the
turning over of wells.
The placement of wells into operation solves the
main problem--the increase of the effectiveness of capital investments in
drilling.
A more thorough, comprehensive approach to the organization of drilling
operations is needed to solve it, since only with the concentration of attention on the assurance of the continuity of work for the entire cycle of
construction and, in particular, on the stages of drilling and testing, as
well as on the improvement of the proportions for the inputs of time on the
performance of individual operations is it possible to achieve the timely
placement of wells into operation.
The specialization of brigades (the derrick-erecting, drilling and welltesting brigades), which during the years of the Ninth Five-Year Plan was
of great importance tor increasing the rate of drilling operations, under
the conditions of the dynamicity of the technological processes of drilling
and tests and their dependence on mining and geological factors causes gaps
between the individual stages of construction and is a serious hindrance
when placing wells into operation.
In this connection it was decided by
means of the introduction of a uniform job authorization for the performance

of work on the drilling and testing of wells by the efforts of drilling
brigades to eliminate the gaps in the cycle of construction of wells due to
waiting for a specialized brigade or equipment.
The drilling brigade, by
using high] productive equipment and modern technology, can fully ensure
a high quality of work at these important stages of construction.
Specialized brigades for the development (testing) of wells perform these operations
at development wells which have a large number of objects to be tested.
The adoption of such a procedure of performing the operations required of
the drilling enterprises the serious reorganization of drilling in the
organizational, technological and psychological directions.
The successful fulfillment of the assignments of the 25th CPSU Congress on
shortening the period of construction of wells is the main result of drilling operations during the 10th Five-Year Plan.
In 1978 as compared with 1975
the amounts of drilling were 123 percent, the meterage per bit was 142.3
percent, the commercial rate was 127.4 percent and the mechanical rate was
109.3 percent.
Here the increase of the meterage in three years of the 10th Five-Year Plan
reached 123 percent with a practically stable number of drilling brigades,
since more than 77 percent of the increase of the amount of drilling operations was obtained by means of the increase of labor productivity.
The
meterage per drilling brigade in a year increased 23.9 percent, while the
output in wenetary terms per worker increased 20.7 percent.
The main factors ensuring
Five-Year Plan were:

the

fulfillment

of the

assignments

of the

10th

technical progress in the improvement of the basic drilling equipment,
drilling and driving pipe, rock-breaking tools, chemical reagents and materials for :'rilling wv’, equipment for their cleaning, technological processes

and

organizing
the

so

on;

work

introduction

at all levels

of the management

of new equipment

when

of drilling work;

constructing

wells;

the proposals of drilling brigades and collectives of drilling
on the acceleration of the construction of wells at the stages
and development (testing);
the extensive scope of the socialist competition
drilling brigades under the motto "The Oil Wells

organizations
of drilling

of the collectives
on Stream."

of

It should especially be noted that the problem of constructing wells is difficult, complex and multiphased.
Its individual factors have an effect at
all the stages of construction and the untimely consideration or exclusion
of one of them can sharply reduce the effectiveness of the steps being taken.

In recent years considerable work has been done in the area of the development of a modern technical base of drilling operations, advanced technological processes and the improvement of the organization of drilling.
The series production of rock bits of new designs for low-speed drilling and
reliable drilling and driving pipe has been assimilated, new designs of
bottom-hole engines, including screw-type engines, have been developed; new
materials, reagents and weighting compounds for the preparation and processin, of drilling muds have been introduced in production.
The role of the
development of modern technological processes of well drilling has increased
considerably, especially in connection with the set tasks on the increase of
the efficiency of drilling work.
The turbine methods of drilling played at one time the main role in the development of the petroleum industry in the eastern regions, but the high rate
of rotation, the greater consumptions of drilling mud and, consequently, the
low hourly life of the bit slowed the increase of some technical and economic
indicators of drilling work.
The work on using low-speed drilling, which was performed in large amounts,
showed its great efficiency, which is making it possible to determine unequivocally the reserves for the increase of the efficiency of drilling work.
At the «ame time, in recent years, reserves have been discovered in turbine
rilling (.ow-speed turbodrills, with a higher level of dynamics and the
suppression of vibrations, as well as turbodrills which ensure an available
capacity of high differentials in the bit and so on), the implementation of
which to a considerable extent can correct the existing shortcomings of the
turbine method of drilling.
All this confirms that the use of each drilling method should have a scientifically sound basis, which rests on the theory of the disintegration cf
rock, the study of the mining and geological conditions of the development
of deposits and the maximum utilization of equipment.
At the same time the
realization of the reserves by means of the rationalization of the drilling
conditions depends on the provision of drilling organizations with modern
equipment: rock-breaking tools, drilling pipe, components of the technological equipment of drilling columns, drilling rigs, means for regulating the
properties of drilling muds, systems for monitoring and recording the
operating parameters, as well as means for the early detection and possibility of the effective control of the well with seepages of gas, water and
petroleum

and

others.

The increase of the efficiency of drilling
the designing of the construction of wells
duction bases of drilling organizations.

work is inseparably
and the development

connected with
of the pro-

The territorial scientific research and design institutes are re~ponsible
for the technical progress and technological level of the work in the zone
being served.
When drawing up the design documents they promote the

introduction in production of new technological processes and equipment.
However, the further implementation of the design decisions at times outStrips the level of provision of the region with materials and equipment,

which

creates

considerable

difficulties.

The organization

of material

and

technical supply on the basis of elaborated design decisions eliminated the
existing difficulties and, as the numerous developments at the Stavropol'neftegaz and Bashneft’ associations show, makes it possible to fully implement the design decisions.
The services of industrial engineering service and equipment acquisition are
called upon to support the technological process with the necessary material
resources and equipment, to provide services on the repair of equipment and
tools and its replacement, as well as to supply equipment for the perform
ance of specific technological operations.
However, the services for serving drilling have not yet been fully set up and equipped.
It is obvious that
for the conditions of drilling the most efficient system consists in the
further development of the production base and the gradual changeover to
hired forms of service for the main types of operations (repair, maintenance,
supply and others).
Important tasks on the development of the petroleum industry and, first of
all, drilling operations are being outlined for the llth Five-Year Pan.
ror their solution, along with measures on the improvement of the organization of the operations on the continuous cycle of well construction, it is
necessary to devote muci, attention to the improvement of the technology and
the technical base on the basis of technical progress in drilling.
The introduction of unitized drilling rigs of universal installability,
when
the performance of relatively complicated derrick erecting operations
is not required, and the creation of the necessary auxiliary drilling services will make it possible to attach the drilling rig to the drilling brigade and to completely eliminate idle times of drilling brigades and drilling

rigs.

The maximum mechanization of labor-intensive processes in the main and
auxiliary operations, including the comprehensive solution of the questions
of the purification, preparation, chemical treatment and weighting of the
drilling muds, is a great advantage of unitized drilling equipment.
Moreover,
the performance characteristics of the drilling rigs make it possible to
design and implement technological processes on a modern level.
The ideal highly productive technical base for well construction will require the substantial increase of the efficiency of its use.
Only then will
the expenditures yield appreciable results.
The experience of increasing
the efficiency of work in drilling already exists at some associations.
It
is the attachment of drilling rigs to the drilling brigade, which makes it
possible to perform all the operations on the construction of wells (the disassembly and assembly of the equipment with the participation of auxiliary
enterprises, the drilling, development and turning over of the wells) through
a continuous cycle by the efforts of the drilling brigade.

The implementation of these measures is making it possible to shorten considerably the construction cycle of wells prior to their placement into
operation and thereby to reduce the expenditures of time on the construction
of boreholes and the development of the wells after their completion by
drilling; to increase the output per drilling brigade and drilling rig of
the park; to reduce substantially the number of drilling rigs in operation;
the increase sharply the quality of work in well constructior.
However,
the solution of some organizational questions will be required, first of all
such questions as the performance of the outstripping building up of the

deposits

for drilling in strict

construction
access ways,

conformity with the network

schedule

(the

of water mains, electric power transmission lines, roads and
communications lines, settlements for members of the work ef-

fort and others).
The attachment of drilling rigs to the brigade, the adoption and maximum inmplementation of the plans for drilling wells give rise to the need for the
further improvement of the organization of drilling operations, especially
the specialized auxiliary services.
Moreover, flexibility and easy adaptability to specific conditions should be the main principle of the improvement
of the organization of work.
The implementation of the enumerated measures will make it possible to completely justify the expenditures on the development of modern equipment and
well-supplied auxiliary enterprises, which serve drilling.
The comprehensive approach to the problem of increasing the indicators of
drilling operations enabled the Minister of the Petroleum Industry to achieve
positive results in fulfilling the assignments of the Ninth and four years
of the 10th Five-Year Plans.
The increase of the technical equipment of drilling operations in recent
years has created the prerequisites for the fulfillment of the tasks set by
the 25th CPSU Congress for the petroleum industry.
Our goal is to ensure
the outlined increase of the amounts of drilling work by means of the increase of the output per drilling brigade, the acceleration of the rate of
technical progress in drilling, the perfection of the organization of operations, the improvement of material and technical supply, that is, without a
substantial increase of the capacities of drilling organizations.
A modern
technical! base of drilling organizations will make it possible to solve these
problems and to perform the outlined amounts of drilling work.
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For the petroleum industry of the Soviet Union the four years, which
have passed since the holding of the Ninth World Petroleum Congress (1975),
have been a period of the successful development of geological exploration
and prospecting, the equipment and technology of petroleum production.
These
achievements are closely connected with the development of metallurgy,
petroleum machine building, the construction industry and other sectors of
industry.
The most significant quantitative results of the development of the national
economy of the country is the creation of a previously unheard of production
potential, which made it possible to develop annually new petroleum-producing
capacities in the amount of more than 100 million tons/year of petroleum and
gas condensate.
At a result of this in four years of the Ninth Five-Year
Plan the current volume of petroleum production increased substantially, the
number of oil and injection wells increased, tens of new petroleum deposits
were developed and put into operation.
The high indicators of the development of the domestic petroleum industry
are the result not only of the increase of the number of production facilities, but also the further improvement of the equipment and technology of
petroleum production and the optimization of production processes.
A specific feature of the petroleum industry, which is common to all the
raw material sectors, is its considerable dependence on natural factors-the number of discovered reserves of petroleum, the physicochemical properties, conditions and depth of its occurrence, the geography of location
and so on.
The combination of natural factors of the occurrence of accumulations of petroleum is so diverse, and the range of changes in its geological and physical parameters is so broad, that specialists are coming to
the valid conclusion about the absence in nature of two duplicate petroleum
deposits.
It is for this reason that each specific formation is characterized

by its own unique combination of natural factors, the current and ultimate
technological and economic indicators of the working of a petroleum deposit
are completely dependent on the systems of the working and location of the
wells, which were chosen and used at it.
The trends in the technology of the working of USSR petroleum deposits
fer from the trends in other countries.
In our country for a long time
(more than 30 years) the deposits have been worked primarily by the use
flooding (about 90 percent of all the petroleum is extracted using this
method).
The total volume of injected water exceeds 1 billion m>.
In
other country has flooding been used so extensively.

difnow
of
no

The possibility from the very start of the working to plan and implement a
uniform program for the deposit and the petroleum region of performing the
complete set of operations of the entire cycle of petroleum production,
which has been optimized for a long period (tens of years), is our enormous
advantage as applied to the technology of recovery.
The elaboration of a general strategic policy in the area of the technology
of working petroleum deposits, of which the currently formed structure was
a result, took place in the late 1940's and early 1950's.
The hypotheses of
some prominent scientists, specialists and production organizers, which were
based on theoretical notions about the mechanism of the reciprocating displacement of petroleum by water in homogeneous beds, were decisive in select1og the systems for working deposits.
The subsequent 30-year period of development of the petroleum industry is
characterized by the planned
improvement of flooding systems in conformity
with different natural, geological and physical conditions.
The discovery
and the start of the working by flooding of new major petroleum deposits
made it possible to increase the growth rate of petroleum production throughout the country and the rates of the working of individual deposits at the
first stages of recovery, to increase the petroleum yield of the beds as
compared with the natural method of dissolved gas and the gravitation method.
At all the large deposits the introduction of flooding systems in combina-~
tion with a sparse network of wells at the first stage ensured the achievement
of high technical and economic indicators.
The extensive use of flooding
governed the development of the domestic theory of the working of petroleum
deposits, while many years of practice yielded abundant material not only
for the verification of theoretical notions, but also for the identification
of the advantages
and shortcomings under different natural conditions.
Understanding that the efficiency of the used systems of working and their
improvement in many ways determine the national economic impact from the
materials and equipment invested in the development and working of deposits,
the executives of the petroleum industry and leading scientists of the sectors always devoted exclusive attention to questions of the development of
the theory and practice of the working of petroleum deposits.
In the past
30 years an enormous amount of scientific research, experimental and pilot
industrial work has been performed.

A score of sectorial scientific research and design institutes are working
on the designing and analysis of the working of specific deposits and are
generalizing the domestic and foreign experience of their development.
Extensive scientific debates on this problem are taking place.
Major and
fundamental questions of the working of petroleum deposits were discussed

at three all-union
tion of Wells
the Selection

conferences

("On the Influence

on the Petroleum Yield of Beds
of an Efficient Network of the

of the Density

and Loca-

and Recommended Criteria for
Distribution of Wells," 1967,

"The State and Basic Problems of the Improvement of the Working of Petroleum
Deposits at the Late Stage," 1968, "Ways of Further
Improving the Systems
of the Working of Petroleum Deposits With Flooding," 1973).
At these conferences the results of the preceding period were summarized
ence was generalized, the ways of further improving flooding
outlined.

and the experimethods were

ihe debate, which was launched at the Ninth World Petroleum Congress
over the report of the Soviet delegation, "What Is New in the Theory

Practice

of the Flooding of USSR Petroleum

Deposits,"

fostered

(1975)
and

a new exten-

sive discussion of the questions of the efficiency of the methods and systems of flooding under different geological and physical conditions.
After
the congress on the initiative of Minister of the Petroleum Industry N. A.
Mal'tsev an extensive debate was held in the Central Commission for Working
on the theme "The Current Status of the Flooding of Petroleum Deposits, Its

Effectiveness

and Ways of Improvement"

(1977).

As a result

of the thorough

discussion of all the aspects of the problem with allowance made for the
conclusions of many theoretical works and the generalization of the experience

of working,

regulations

which

determine

the

effectiveness

were formulated (the majority of scientists and experienced
the sector support them).
The main ones are the following.

of

flooding

specialists

of

At present a large number of diverse recovery
systems, which are distinguished by the type of flooding (perimeter, marginal, block, area, selective
and others), the density of the networks and the geometry of the siting of
producing and injection wells, the intensity of injection (the injection
pressure), the method and mode of working of the wells and so on, have been
developed and implemented.
The systems being used are constantly being improved for the purpose of increasing the coverage of the beds by flooding on
the basis of the more complete consideration of the peculiarities of the
geological structure of the formations of petroleum.
For a long time the improvement of the flooding systems was aimed at the increase of their intensity in order to increase the rates of extraction of
petroleum during the initial period of the working of the formation.
In
this connection rigid systems of injection with the cutting of the formation
into narrow strips with the three-row arrangement of the wells, higher pressure gradients and a high injection pressure gradually began to be used.
In order to ensure a high rate of working of the deposits at the early stage
their development was often intensified as much as possible by the creation

of additional lines of the sectioning or centers of flooding, without devoting proper attention in so doing to achieving a high ultimate petroleum
yield of the beds.
However, the use at the early stage of working of all
the potentials of the flooding systems at the late stage sharply worsens
the conditions of the working of the formations and decreases the technical
and economic indicators and the rates of petroleum production.
At the late stage of working "ith the use of flooding the question of the
rational amounts of injection of water acquires especially great importance.
It is considered proven that the amounts of injected water would be strictly
regulated technologically.
A high formational pressure, which exceeds the
technologically advisable pressure, does not ensure the necessary depression
on the sections of the cut, which are of low permeability and from which, as
a result, the petroleum is not extracted, complicates,
the drilling of backup wells, the performance of capital repair and the study of the wells.
The maintenance of the optimum recovery rate at all stages of working is an
indispensable condition of the rational working of the formation.
High production rates of wells during the period of free-flow recovery lead to a
great depression on the bed at the init’al stage of working.
The changeover
to the mechanized method with a limited output of the wells can reduce the
production rates and depressions on the bed and decrease the degree of recovery of reserves from less permeable sections.
This is governed in many ways
by the nonconformity of the technical possibilities of raising the liquid
from the wells with technological necessity.
The impossibility of backing
the recovery
of the required amounts of liquid with deep-well and electric
deep-well pumps often makes it necessary to maintain in the recovery zone
higher formational pressures than is advisable for the complete depletion

of the beds.
The choice of the optimum rates of recovery of petroleum and the dynamics of
the extraction of petroleum at different stages, on the basis of the assurance of the maximum ultimate petroleum yield, is of fundamental importance
in flooding.
At present the opinion is widespread, that the rates of recovery of petroleum do
not influence the ultimate petroleum yield.
However,
this conclusion is not legitimate for those instances when significant rates
of recovery are achieved by means of a high degree of intensification of
the working of the most productive zones of the field or the best sections
of the formations.
After the flooding of the most production interbeds
the conditions of the working of less permeable interbeds, the petroleum
from which might remain unextracted, are greatly complicated.
The achievement of high rates of recovery with considerably fewer wells than
called for by the design documents is considered inefficient.
As a rule,
the excessive intensification of the working of the best sections of the
formations, in which the nonuniform flooding of the cut begins, is accomplished, which complicates the working, increases the degree of flooding and,
in the end, decreases the degree of extraction of the reserves of petroleum.
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The beginning of the industrial working of petroleum deposits by the development of the primary sections is being practiced.
This makes it possible to
start the working of the formations before the completion of their exploration, to test the proposed technological decisions in practice and to obtain
more valid initial data for the designing of the working.
The working of
the primary sections should ensure
rational conditions of their development
and the injection of waterto maintain the formational pressure, in order
not to allow a sharp drop of the production rates of the wells and the recovery of petroleum for the formation as a whole.
The conditions of the effectiveness of the use of the methods of recovery
with flooding and the demands on them are determined on the basis of the
gaining experience of recovery and the results of scientific research.
Unlike

the

previous

definitions,

the

main

criterion

of

rationality

is

formu-

lated in the following manner: the system of recovery should ensure an adequately high and stable level of petroleum production with favorable economic indicators; the version of recovery is selected from the technologically
possible ones which meet this criterion according to the least adjusted expenditures.

The main geological and geophysical factors, which determine the effectiveness of the flooding method and the boundary conditions of its use, are
ascertained by analyzing the field data.
The effectiveness of flooding is
appraised according to the increase of the pressure in the bed and the producing wells, according to the rate of transfer of this pressure and the
increase of the production rates of the wells.
Earlier it was believed that
with an increase of the rate of transfer of the pressure and the movement
of the front of water the effect of flooding increases.
And it was presumed that injection is effective, if after the injection of the water into
the bed the pressure increased or the water moved through it.
On the basis
of this the conclusion was drawn that flooding can be used under a wide
range of geological and physical conditions.
Meanwhile practice showed that under the conditions of heterogeneous beds
the effect in the increase of the recoveries of petroleum, which was obtained by increasing the pressure, was often short-term as a result of the
subsequent sharp increase of the flooding of the wells.
Therefore the effectiveness of flooding began to be rated
by the extent of coverage of the
petroleum-saturated volume of the productive beds by the injected water.
The use of this criterion for determining the area of the optimum use of
flooding has the result that in spite of the possibility of implementation
the method is not effective in all instances.
Thus, it is not suitable for
deposits with petroleum of higher viscosity or extremely heterogeneous
collectors.

The petroleum reserves of such deposits with acceptable technical and economic indicators can be worked only by using other physicochemical methods
(thermal,
underground working and others).

Moreover, the effectiveness of flooding is low for conditions of a higher
viscosity of the petroleum (more than 30 cp under formational conditions).
It is possible to increase it by improving the washing and petroleunsupplanting properties of the water (the addition to it of chemical reagents,
heating and so on).
In some instances, under geolozical ard physical conditions considered favorable for flooding, its effectiveness decreases owing to the hydrodynamic imperfection of the systems being used or the imperfect technique of working
the wells.
The selection and substantiation of the rational
wells are the most important condition for great
ing systems.

density
success

of the network of
in the use of flood-

For a long time it was presumed that in the case of working with flooding
the number of wells does not substantially influence the petroleum yield.
The thorough analysis of the experience of working petroleum deposits showed
that this is not so.
The influence of the density of the network of wells
on the recovery of petroleum reserves under the conditions of flooding appears practically from the very start of the working.
For layered heterogeneous beds this influence shows least during the initial
, “riod of working, when the highly porous and permeable interbeds and beds,
which are more uniform in direction, are flooded.
Later the basic production
of petroleum is obtained from less and less permeable interbeds which, as a
rule, are more discontinuous and less uniform.
Their working to a considerable extent should depend on the size of the specific area per well, which
determines the values of the gradients in the drainage zone with set boundary
conditions on the pressure.
As the formation is depleted, the influence of
the density of the network of wells on the current petroleum yield increases.
The optimum density of the wells depending on the geological and physical
characteristics of the beds and the physicochemical properties of the liquid
is substantiated during the planning on the basis of the experience of working deposits with different characteristics.
In recent years additional wells have been drilled at some major deposits,
which were initially developed according to an unjustifiedly sparse network
of wells.
However, the change of the network of wells after placing the
planned number into operation has drawbacks.
The main one is that the
national economic impact from working the additional wells decreases with
the drilling out of the formation at later stages. Addiciional capital investments in the development of the deposit are required.
Moreover, at the
operating oil fields the drilling of a large number of additional wells always involves technical difficulties, it is even more difficult to redrill
deposits under especially complicated natural and climatic conditions (Western

Siberia).

All this creates the need to establish in due time the optimum density of the
wells at the deposit, the sequence and rate of drilling of the formations and
the amounts of capital investments, while leaving a small number of wells
for the reserve.
The choice of the optimum density of the network of wells
should be based on the abundant experience of working domestic deposits.
The tasks facing the country in providing fuel and cnergy resources require
the improvement of the technology of the working of deposits for the assurance of the more complete recovery of the reserves of petroleum.
The performance of the outlined work on increasing the degree of extraction of
petroleum from the depths results from the need to increase the extents of

the use of the new methods
velopment

of the

of recovery, which

are based on the further de-

flooding method.

The complete consideration of the gained experience of working deposits with
the use of flooding when designing and improving the systems of recovery,
stepped-up research and the introduction of the methods of increasing the
petroleum yield will promote the successful development of the petroleum
industry and the entire economy of our country.
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For almost 15 years the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry jointly
with the Ministry of Chemical and Petroleum Machine Building, the Ministry
of Instrument Making, Automation Equipment and Control Systems, the Ministry
of Construction of Petroleum and Gas Industry Enterprises and other ministries and departments has been performing work on the development and series
_~oduction of automated unitized plants and equipment, the development and
adoption of the method of unitized construction of projects of the petroleum industry.
The introduction of the method of unitized construction in the practice of
developing oil fields was begun in 1965 in the Tatneft’ Association.
In recent years it has become dominant in the practice of building up petroleum
deposits and in the construction of the facilities of main pipeline transport.
During 1971-1978 more than 29,000 sets of unitized automated equipment
for oil fields were manufactured and introduced, more than 60 petroleum pumping stations of unitized design (unitized cluster pumping stations) were
built on the main petroleum pipelines.
A
large share of the unitized automated plants and unitized cluster pumping stations are being introduced in Western Siberia, the Urals-Volga region
and Kazakhstan, as well as on the very large Ust'-Balyk
- Kurgan-UfaAl'ment'yevsk and Nizhnevartovsk-Kurgan-Kuybyshev main petroleum pipelines.
During 1976-1978 the proportion of the expenditures on the construction of
projects of unitized design reached 33.6 percent of the total amount of
capital investments in oil field development, which made it possible to
decrease the amount of construction and installation work at the construction sites by 15 percent, to reduce the cost of construction by 6 percent
and to save 215 million rubles.
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During the 10th Five-Year Plan 22 scientific research, planning and design
organizations, 33 plants and 17 construction and installation organizations
of the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry, the Ministry of Chemical and
Petroleum Machine Building, the Ministry of Instrument Making, Automation
Equipment and Control Systems and the Ministry of Construction of Petroleum
and Gas Industry Enterprises are participating in the implementation of the
program on the development of unitized equipment.
The leading institutes of the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry have performed a number of operations on the standardization of the technological,
configurational and volumetric layout solutions of the projects of oil field
development and pipeline transport, namely:
1.

The

Classification

of Petroleum-Producing

Enterprises

was

drafted,

in

which the criteria, which regulate the limits of single-pipe transport and
the location of repressurizing stations, central points for the collection
and preparation of petroleum, gas and water and other structures, and the
conditions for the formation of collection systems from individual deposits
into a unified collection system of the petroleum-producing region are
specified.
2.
Recommendations on the parametric series of the optimum capacities of
the facilities for the collection, transportation and preparation of petroleum, gas and water, the maintenance of formational pressure and others were
drafted on the basis of the technical and technological substantiations of
the optimum capacities of the facilities of the petroleum industry.
3.
The specific features of the emulsions of petroleums from different deposits of the country were studied, which made it possible to substantiate
for development efficient technological processes of the preparation of
petroleum at the fields.
4.
the

The reference document "Standardized Technical Schemes of Complexes for
Collection and Preparation of the Petroleum, Gas and Water of Petroleum-

Producing

Regions" was drafted

and put into effect,

to determine the optimum list of unitized equipment
tional purpose and to create the conditions for the
figurational and design decisions.
5.
Sectorial standards for the parametric
equipment for basic technological purposes
ment

of

petroleum

deposits,

standards

on

which

made

it possible

according to the funcstandardization of con-

series of unitized automated
for the complexes of the developthe

reliability

of

unitized

equip-

ment, as well as on the development, production, designing and operation of
facilities with the use of unitized equipment were drafted, approved and
put into effect.
On the
in the
points

basis of these documents the State Institute for Planning and Research
Petroleum Production Industry developed completely equippped central
for the collection, transportation and preparation of petroleum, gas

and water
They

are

(TsPS's)

with a productivity

distinguished

from

of 1, 3, 6 and 9 million

the existing
ren

TsPS's

by the maximum

tons/year.
interlocking

of the production and ancillary facilities.
them is reduced to one-half to one-third.

Therefore,

the area

taken

up by

According to preliminary estimates, with the construction of TsPS's with a
productivity of 3 million tons/year the amounts of construction and installation work will be reduced by 40-42 percent, the metals-intensiveness--by
30-32 percent, the period of construction--by up to 30 percent.
As a result,
an economic impact of 400,000 rubles per complex when building in the central
zone and 800,000 when building in the northern regions will be obtained.
For the pipeline transportation of petroleum the State Institute for the
Planning of Main Pipelines has developed a plan of a petroleum pumping station of the modular type, the BMPNS-12.5, which makes it possible to reduce
the cost of construction to five-eights, the amount of excavation and earth
moving to two-elevenths, the length of cable communications lines to onethird and the occupied land to one-third.
Meanwhile,

the

adoption

of

the

method

of unitized

construction

is encounter-

ing serious difficulties, as a result of which the national economic efficiency is decreasing.
Thus, the production volumes of unitized plants still
do not meet the demand of the petroleum industry.
As a result of the lag in the production of unitized equipment by the plants
of the Ministry of Chemical and Petroleum Machine Building a considerable
share of the facilities during the Ninth Five-Year Plan were built by tradi-

tional

wethods.

For example,

at the Kuybyshevneft'

and Orenburgneft'

associ-

ations of the 54 constructed repressurizing stations and cluster pumping stations 30 were build according to the traditional design, although the plans
called for an industrial design.
Scientific research and experimental design work on the intensification of
the processes of the preparation of petroleum, gas and water, the standardization of the layout solutions of the facilities for the collection and
transportation of the products of oil wells, the maintenance of the forma-

tional

pressure,

petroleum

yield

the gas lift method of recovery and the increase
of beds

are

being

carried

out

of the

slowly.

The experience of operating unitized plants shows that at all the stages of
their assimilation (from scientific research to production) inadequate attention is being devoted to questions of reliability and quality.
The problems of the complete delivery of facilities, which are made up of
unitized devices: unitized pumping stations, gas purification and drying
plants and others, have not yet been solved.
The list cf unitized devices
being produced, especially in the area of the facilities of engineering support and the housing and general complex, is inadequate, which hampers’
the
delivery of facilities in complete sets.
At the same time the repeated
change of the technical decisions of unitized plants, especially those produced by enterprises of the Ministry of Construction of Petroleum and Gas
Industry Enterprises, is being observed.
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The level of plant readiness of unitized devices is low.
Frequently incomplete blocks (control and measuring instruments and automation equipment in

bulk)

arrive

at the sites,

In the future
to deliveries
whole, as well
plants for the
The

covering.

it is necessary to step up the work on ensuring the conversion
in sets to oil fields and the technological complexes as a
as individual facilities, production lines and unitized
enterprises being expanded and renovated.

fundamental

facilities

without

features

.o

the

of the petroleum

industrialization

industry inthe

future

of

the

construction

of the

are:

the improvement and development of new technological processes in drilling,
the extraction, collection, preparation and transportation of the products
of oil wells, the pipeline transportation of petroleum and gas refining,
that is, the scientific and technical base which ensures the achievement of
the predicted world scientific and technical level of the enterprises of the
sector;
the improvement on the basis of technological processes of the configurational,
volumetric and layout and design solutions of facilities for the purpose of
transforming them into portable unitized plants with a high level of automation and plant readiness, the maximum unit weight, that is, to solve the
problem of unitization, which decreases as much as possible the laborintensiveness, the period of construction and the materials-intensiveness;
the improvement of the system of the organization of designing, production,
transportation and construction for ensuring the completeness of the supply
of the complexes for the building up of the petroleum deposits, the facilities of pipeline transportation and the gas refineries, which make it possible to reduce the nonproductive expenditures of time on construction.
The development and adoption
of a sealed delivery system
products

of oil

wells,

the

of the cluster drilling of wells, the creation
for the collection and transportation of the

compressorless

transportation

of petroleum

gas,

the transportation of gas-saturated petroleums and other developments of
scientific research and design institutes of the sector created the prerequisites for the solution of a set of problems on the automation of production and environmental protection and promoted the reduction of the number
of

field

created
maximum

facilities

and

their

concentration.

The

conditions

for the introduction of the method of modular
technical and economic impact was obtained.

were

construction

thereby

and

the

The complexity of the new technological processes and the difficulties in
the development, assimilation and production of unitized equipment, the complete supply of oil fields, their construction and working require the
coupled solution of all the problems, a uniform methodological approach and
the coordination of the work, that is, a comprehensive systems approach.
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In this connection the development of a statewide program by the State Committee for Science and Technology on the assurance of the extensive and effective use of the method of unitized construction is being called for by
the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry jointly with interested ministries
and departments.
The extension of the participation of other departments
and ministries in the implementation of programs on the improvement of the
method of unitized construction is being proposed.
In 1979 an intersectorial
comprehensive program on the improvement of the industrialization of the construction of the petroleum industry on the basis of the program-goal approach
is already being drafted.
The outlined program of work on the improvement of the method of unitized
construction will increase the technical level of petroleum industry enterprises and will
ensure
the increase of their technical and economic indicators to the predicted world standards.
The Ali-Union Scientific Research
Institute of the Organization, Management and Economics cf the Petroleum and
Gas Industry has developed a model of such a goal program for the improvement of the system of capital construction for the llth and 12th Five-Year
Plans (the TsPSKS. XI-XII).
The program calls for the development of a system of interrelated procedures
on che making of decisions in the form of enforceable legal enactments and
on their basis, effective organizational and technical improvements of production and labor.
Some of these enactments require only analytical research
in the area of planning, financing and contractual relations.
Another part,
which includes norms and regulations of the making of design and research
decisions which involve the rejection of traditional regulations, for example, the development of prototypes of facilities with a determined risk

(the norms of fire safety and explosion proofness, the use of an open configuration), the consideration of the duration of service for determining
the dimensions of passages in buildings, the norms of lighting and ventilation, requires experimental and pilot industrial verifications.
The following sections are stipulated in the program: the development of the
legal basis of the program, the methodological and criterional basis; the
forecasting of the development of technical, technological and organizational
decisions and the possibilities of their realization; the elaboration and
improvement of a system of the organizational control of production and its
results; the preparation and organization of production; the utilization of
the results (industrial introduction).
The goal program
includes the drafting of a statute on its general director,
who is allotted the rights of goal (horizontal) management within the limits
of the specific allocated amount of assets, as well as the development of a
system of the normalization control of enforecable legal enactments in addition to the normalization control of blueprints and technical specifications (All-Union State Standard 2.103-68).
The procedural optimality of the
decisions being made with the use of the advantages of active control (as
compared with expert opinion--the method of passive control, that is, after
the making of the decision) will be ensured by this.
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The criterional basis of the program provides for the drafting of documents,
which specify
unequivocally the criteria of optimality for all levels of
decision making in the design process (from the forecast and the plan to the
day~to-day management of the facility being managed).
It is planned to prepare as the first in the series of such documents the RDS's "The Base (Stand-

ard)

Indicators

for the

Receipt

of Scientific
of Reference

and Technical
Information

Progress" and “The Specifications

for Design and

Research

Work."

The methodological basis is used for the development and improvement of the
program itself in the process of its implementation.
Modern methods of
research for the monitoring of the results of the implementation of the
program and the intensification of research and development of its individual
aspects, and economic-mathematical modeling with the use of computers will
be used here.
The studies of the methodological basis will make it possible
to determine the content basis of the vehicles of discrepancies in all
spheres and at all stages of decision making, as well as to prepare clearly
defined

assignments

for

scientific

research

institutes,

design

bureaus,

planning and other organizations, which are participating in the designing
processes for the elimination of discrepancies in specific enforceable legal
enactments.
On the basis of the obtained criteria of optimality and the procedures of
decision making it is proposed to forecast the development of technological,
technical and organizational decisions and to evaluate the required resources
for their implementation.
The program also calls for the drafting of measures on the improvement of the system of organizational control (SOU) of
the system of capital construction (the KS system) and the preparation of
production for the implementation of the forecast effective technological,
technical and organizational decisions.
Of course, the participation of an
extensive group of organizations and specialists, which are engaged in the
system of capital construction, is planned in the forecasting of innovations,
the development of the SOU and the system of the preparation of the production of innovations and their adoption.
The tasks of the system itself reduce

to

scientific

coordination

methods

management

and monitoring

(according

to

the

target

goals),

the

of fulfillment.

It is envisaged to implement the program by stages in order to move up
the
date of the start of the receipt of the economic efficiency.
Here three main
stages of its implementation are distinguished: 1) in the system of enforceable legal enactments, which depend only on the Ministry of the Petroleum
Industry; 2) the same, only by the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry jointly with the ministries and departments, which serve it and consume its products;

3)

Gosstroy,

the

same,

USSR

in

Gossnab

the

system

of

state

committees

The considerable economic potential and the conformity
high goals of development of the national economy make
its successful implementation.
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The

first meeting of the CEMA Session,

which initiated

the practical

activity of the largest international organization which was based on new,
democratic principles of international economic relations that conform to
the nature of the socio-economic system of the states that formed it, was
held in Moscow in 1949.
‘t present 10 socialist states, whick in the bodies of the council have an
identical level of representation regardless of the size of the population,
the economic potential and the amouncs of contributions to the budget of the
organization, are CEMA members.
At the same time each country at its own
discretion determines the degree of interest in CEMA activity.
The highest organ of CEMA is the Session of the council, the main executive
body is the Executive Committee.
The permanent commissions deal with the
coordination and organization of multilateral cooperation in specific areas
of economics.
Thus, the CEMA Permanent Commission for the Petroleum and
Gas Industry was set up for promoting the further development of economic
ties and organizing the multilateral cooperation of CEMA member countries
in the area of the petroleum and gas industry.
This commission consists of

five permanent

working bodies

(PRO's),

which organize

and coordinate

multi-

lateral cooperation in the area of the petroleum industry in the following
directions: petroleum and gas geology, geophysics and the drilling, extraction and transportation of petroleum, as well as gas, petroleum refining,
the standardization of petroleum products and petrochemicals.
The Comprehensive Program of the Further Intensification and Improvement of
Cooperation and the Development of the Socialist Economic Integration of the
CEMA Member Countries, which was drafted in 1969-1970 in conformity with the
instructions

of

the

23d

Special

CEMA

Session,

is the

most

important

document,

on the basis of which the economic, scientific and technical cooperation
the CEMA member countries in all areas of economics is organized.
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The p.ovisions of the Comprehensive Program in the area of the petroleum industry call for the extensive development of the cooperation of the CEMA member countries for the purpose of increasing the level of their own production
of petroleum and gas, their participation in the development of the petroleumproducing capacities on USSR territory and the combining of the efforts of
scientists and production workers of the CEMA member countries in the
search for new technical solutions for further scientific and technical
progress in the petroleum sector.
The successful implementation of the Comprehensive Program in 1971-1979 made
it possible to take an important step in the development of the cooperation
of the fraternal countries.
Vhus, in June 1978 the long-term goal program
of cooperation in the area of power, fuel and raw materials, which calls for
the meeting by common efforts of economically sound demands for power, fuel
and the main types of raw materials and the increase of the level of machine
building, was approved at the 32d CEMA Session.
The implementation of such
programs develops and consolidates the planning basis of the cooperation of
the CEMA member countries and promotes the further increase of the standard
of living of the population of the countries of the socialist community.
As a result of the joint cooperation in the area of the petroleum industry
petroleum production during the 13-year period for the CEMA countries increased 13.4-fold, including 15.2-fold in the USSR.
Their share in the
world production of petroleum and gas increased from 1950 to 1978 approximately 2.4-fold.
In 1978 the CEMA member countries produced 104 million tons
more petroleum than the United States and 9.4-fold more than the EEC countries.
The leading role in the cooperation of the petroleum and gas departments of
the CEMA member countries belongs to Soviet organizations.
Eighty percent
of the demands of the CEMA member countries for hydrocarbon raw materials
are being met by deliveries of petroleum and gas from the USSR.
The assistance of the Soviet Union has enabled the fraternal countries to set up a
petroleum and gas industry and to develop petroleum refining capacities to
a level which meets their needs for petroleum products
and petrochemical
raw materials mainly by means of domestic production.
As a result of close
collaboration and cooperation large petroleum refining and petrochemical
combines have been set up in Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Poland, Romania
and

the

CSSR.

The Druzhba and Soyuz main pipelines, the largest in the world in length,
were build and put into operation to transport petroleum and gas from the
USSR to the European CEMA member countries.
Since the beginning of its
operation 503 million tons of petroleum have been delivered through the
Druzhba petroleum pipeline to Hungary, the GDR, Poland and the CSSR.
The comparatively small volume of petroleum production in the European CEMA
member countries is being taken into account when elaborating measures on
the fulfillment of the long-term goal programs of cooperation as applied to
the petroleum industry.
In this connection the cooperation on increasing

domestic petroleum production and, as a part of this work, the determination
of the optimum directions of geological exploratory and exploratory developmental drilling are acquiring primary importance.
The CEMA Permanent Commission for the Petroleum and Gas Industry has analyzed
the state and results of exploration and prospecting for petroleum and gas,
which were carried out by the CEMA member countries in 1964-1975, has elaborated methods and the main directions of their development, as well as has
determined the amounts of these operations for 1976-1980.
The Permanent Commission is devoting much attention to questions of the improvement of the formation of multilateral cooperation.
In this connection
multilateral agreements have been drafted and signed on cooperation in the
areas: the development of methods and equipment for the automated processing
and storage of oil field and field geophysical information; the performance
of special field geophysical and shooting operations in deep wells; cooperation of exploratory and prospecting operations for petroleum and gas in
analogous geological regions; the development of systems for the optimization of drilling processes with the use of computers
for the drilling of
deep and superdeep wells; the creation of a Joint Laboratory for Drilling
and Plugging Muds.
In 1978 the construction of the laboratory building and housing for
members of the Joint Laboratory was completed in Romania, the staff
and a tentative list of scientific research efforts were approved.
tneme oi the scientific research covers the most important problems
with the equipment and technology of the preparation of drilling and
muds.
Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Poland, Romania, the CSSR and the
are parties to the agreement on the Joint Laboratory, Romania is the
nating

the staff
list
The
connected
plugging
USSR
coordi-

country.

Organizations of Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Poland, Romania and the USSR
are taking part in the performance of joint operations in accordance with
the agreement "The Development of Systems for the Optimization of Drilling
Processes Using Computers for the Drilling of Deep and Superdeep Wells."
Work is being performed on four themes of the development of the software
the programs on the management of drilling processes using computers.

of

The signing of multilateral agreements is a higher organizational form of
cooperation, since in this case the responsibility of the organizations participating in the cooperation for the performance of individual types of
work on the set dates is increased considerably, the obligations of the
parties are delimited and so on.

The Coordinating

Center

for the problem "The Development

of Methods

and

Equipment for the Automated Processing and Storage of
Oil Field and Field
Geophysical Information" can serve as an example of the organization of
multilateral cooperation.
Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, the CSSR, the GDR and
the USSR signed this agreement.
The main operations within the framework of

the agreement are being performed on a concrete basis with the use of the
principle of the equality of expenditures.
The overall economic impact from
the performance of the joint operations is reaching 5 million rubles.
Much attention in the cooperation on
in the CEMA member countries is being
petroleum yield of the beds.
Whereas
the beds was only 25-30 percent, with
ing the bed the opportunity arose to
expedite the placement into operation
extract reserves (deposits of highly

increasing domestic petroleum production
devoted to problems of increasing the
until recently the petroleum yield of
the use of various methods of affectincrease it considerably, as well as to
of new petroleum deposits with hard to
viscous petroleum, bituminous sandstones

and others).
The results of the working of deposits, which were achieved in the CEMA member countries by means of these methods, as well as the petroleum yield and
the increase of petroleum production are at the level of world indicators.
However, even with the use of modern equipment and technology of petroleum
production the petroleum yield, subject to the collector properties of the
bed, the physicochemical properties of the petroleum and the conditions of
its occurrence, fluctuates from 15-20 to 50-60 percent.
In

the

USSR,

as

a result

of

the

extensive

introduction

of measures

on

the

maintenance of formational pressure at petroleum deposits, as well as the
use of other methods of affecting the bed, the average petroleum yield is
44 percent.
Thus,

one
new
and
at

the

problemof the

most

complete

utilization

of

the

nature

reserves

is

of the most important.
This problem can be solved by the adoption of
methods of affecting the bed, such as thermal, chemical, thermochemical
other methods.
In the next few years their development and practical use
old deposits are planned.

That is why theoretical, laboratory
the petroleum yield of beds is being
scientific and technical cooperation
theme "The Development of Effective

Petroleum Yield

and industrial research for increasing
performed within the framework of the
of the CEMA member countries.
The
Methods and Equipment for Increasing the

of Beds" has been included

in the plan of cooperation

area of scientific and technical research, which
the petroleum and gas industry for 1976-1980.

is of mutual

interest,

The cooperation of the countries on further improving the operation
pipeline transportation is being successfully continued.

in the
for

of

The Druzhba petroleum pipeline, the construction of which began in 1960, is
of exceptionally great importance for the national economy of the socialist
countries.
The transportation of petroleum through the system of the Druzhba
petroleum pipeline on the average is one-fourth to one-fifth as expense as
by rail.

The

more

threefold.

than

assets

invested

in

its

construction

have

already

been

repaid

A search for new, more effective forms of cooperation is being made in the
area of the improvement of the operation of pipeline transportation.
Much important work has been done by the working bodies of the CEMA Permanent
Commission for the Petroleum and Gas Industry on providing the petroleum
sector with modern, highly productive equipment for various operations.
When implementing the measures stipulated in the framework of the long-term
goal programs of cooperation, the permanent working bodies elaborated and
submitted to the Permannent Commission for approval the demands and technical requirements for equipment for exploration, prospecting, drilling, development, petroleum production, the construction of pipelines and others.
Experts of the countries carefully examined the prepared materials, which
after approval by the CEMA Permanent Commission for the Petroleum and Gas
Industry were sent to the CEMA Permanent Commission for Machine Building.
The next step is the preparation of multilateral cooperative agreements of
the interested countries for the purpose of organizing the production of the
indicated equipment.
The Informneftegaz international sectorial system of scientific and technical information, the head organ of which is the Soviet institute, the AllUnion Scientific Research Institute of the Organization, Management and
Economics of the Petroleum and Gas Industry, has been operating successfully
for several years within the CEMA Permanent Commission for the Petroleum and
1s Induscry.
The Informneftegaz system organizes the exchange of information by traditional methods, as well as carries out the subscription service
of the consumers of information of the GDR, Poland and the department of the
petroleum and gas industry of the CEMA Secretar’at according to 40 permanent
requests automatically.
Summarizing what has been said about the organization and implementation of
multilateral scientific and technical cooperation of the CEMA member countries in the area of the petroleum industry, it can be said that their efforts are aimed at the solution of the major problems »f the petroleum sector, the elaboration and implementation of the directions of scientific and
technical progress.
Along with participation in the multilateral cooperation organized within
the CEMA Permanent Commission for the Petroleum and Gas Industry, the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry is also participating in scientific and
technical cooperation with the petroleum and gas departments of the CEMA
member countries.
The themes of bilateral cooperation are aimed at the
solution of marrower, specific questions of the equipment and technology of
the petroleum industry and take into account the real potentials of the CEMA
member countries.
Thus, an agreement has been signed with Hungary on the
development of automation and remote control equipment and systems for the
petroleum
and gas industry, and an agreement has also been concluded on the
development of a mobile automated system for the gathering and processing of
information in the process of drilling on the basis of minicomputers.
The
work on these two agreements is at present at the stage of organization.

The organizations of the Ministry of the Petroleum Industry are actively cooperating with allied sectorial organizations of the CEMA member countries on
diverse directions of the activity within the framework of the bilateral
protocols on direct cooperation.
In

some

cases

the

Soviet

Union,

as

the

senior

and

more

experienced

partner,

gives its colleagues from the socialist countries disinterested assistance
in the solution of the complicated problems facing the national petroleum
industry.
Such cooperation has been organized with the Bulgarian Ministry
of Metallurgy and Mineral Resources, the Polish Ministry of Mining and
others.

Interesting ideas and plans arise in the course of cooperation.
Hungarian
specialists from the State Trust of the Petroleum and Gas Industry developed
and turned over to their Soviet colleagues training equipment for teaching
drilling personnel the methods of controlling seepages of petroleum, gas and
water.
The design components of the training equipment were the basis for
the teaching method while setting up in the USSR a center which was organized at the Krasnodarskneftegaz Association.
The themes of bilateral cooperation cover practically all the directions of
the petroleum industry.
When drafting plans of scientific and technical cooperation for the future the organizations take into account the provisions
of the Comprehensive Program and the long-term goal programs.
The successfully development of the oil-drilling sector in the CEMA member
countries serves as a guarantee of the further development of the economy
of the socialist countries and is promoting the consolidation of their
international ties.
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The change of the direction

of filtration,

which is usually achieved

by the creation of new lines of injection, the redistribution of the water
-cing injected or the iiquid being extracted over individual sections and
zones, the shutdown (restriction of the operating schedule) of injection wells

of the sectioning rows and other methods, is one of the means of committing
poorly developed zones to working
/1, 2/.
At the Samotlor deposit the change in the direction of filtration has been
carried out since 1975 in conformity with annually compiled plans of nonstationary flooding.
Initially the technology of the process consisted in the
alternate shutdown (during the autumn-winter period the restriction of the
flow of injected water) of two groups of injection wells, which were located
crosswise in the sectioning rows, with a duration of the half cycie of one
month.
In order to
equalize the volumes of injection into the portion of
wells located within the groups, water was constantly injected.
Quring 19751976 the volume of nonstationary injection was about 56 million m~, while
the additional production of petroleum, which was determined by the method
of characteristics of displacement, was 270,200 tons.
The analysis of the technology of nonstationary injection revealed some of
its shortcomings, which are connected with the sharp deline of the rate of
injection and the inadequate appearance of the impact of the change in the
direction of filtration.
Along the southeastern section of bed BBg in eight
months of 1975 (May-December) during the period of nonstationary flooding the
injection rate decreased to ten-seventeenths.
During 1976 the average monthly injection volume for the wells of the section was five-sixth of the volume with the stationary method.

197%

1975

1976

Figure 1. Change in the Extraction of Fluid (Q,), Petroleum (Qy) and the
Formational Pressure (pyy) Along the Southeastern Section.
The broken line
is the start

of nonstationary

injection.

The change in the extraction of fluid (Q,), petroleum (Q,,) and the pressure
Pun for bed BBg of the section in question is shown in Figure 1.
As is evident, the decrease of the volumes of injected water led to a drop in the
formational pressure in the first and second quarters of 1975 from 187 to
183 kgf/cm? in the third quarter of the same year.
The decline of the formational pressure significantly affected the rate of extraction of liquid and
petroleum, since the wells were operating by the free-flow method.
In the
third and fourth quarters of 1975 the average extraction of liquid was about
60 percent of the extraction with the stationary method.
During this period
the production of petroleum was the minimum.
A similar decline in the rates
of extraction of liquid and petroleum is observed in the northeastern section.
Therefore, first of all it was necessary to implement measures on increasing the injection volumes as a result of the efficient use of the installed capacities of the cluster pumping stations and the development system.
At the Samotlor deposit the injection wells have a high injectivity (up to
5,000 m3/day) and are located in clusters with a unified system of delivery
water mains for the wellswf the cluster.
In this connection the hydraulic
losses in the delivery water mains reach 40 kgf/cm,
The shutdown or restriction of the flow of the injection wells makes it possible to reduce the hydraulic losses, if we shut down not all of the wells having a unified system
of water mains (restrict the flow of weter) simultaneously, but shut them
down alternately, or only a portion of them.
Here the total simultaneous flow through the same water mains will decrease,
which will reduce the hydraulic losses and increase the pressure at the head
of the operating injection wells and their injectivity.
With such a layout,
the downtime of the water mains is eliminated and the uniform loading of the
pumps of the cluster pumping stations is ensured.
The implementation of the
indicated principle for clusters, in which the wells have been drilled into
different beds, is the simplest and does not give rise to doubts.
At the
end of 1976 the injection wells, which have common water mains at clusters
33, 35, 67 and 510 of cluster pumping station No 4, where the wells were
drilled into the beds of group AB and BB, were separated.
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The study at the Siberian Scientific Research Institute of the Petroleum Industry of the influence of the sequence of the shutdown (restriction of the
flows) of wells in the sectioning rows on the change of the direction <i filtration showed that with continuous flooding the injected water breaks
through to the bottom holes of the producing wells
through a narrow band
(tongues of flooding are formed), while dead sections remain in the zone between the injection wells of the block systems.
Consequently, the versions
of nonstationary flooding at the first stages of its introduction should be
aimed at a change in the direction of filtration precisely in these sections.
However, with the simultaneous shutdown of the injection wells
in succession the conditions of their operation virtually do not differ from the
stationary method, since the directions of filtration from the neighboring
wells change in the opposite directions.
And, on the contrary, with the

simultaneous

shutdown

(restriction

of the flow) of the wells of the section-

ing row, which are separated by at least one other well, and with an increased durationof the half cycle up to t= 020.05 (O,, is half the distance
between the injection wells, K is the piezoconductivity) the change in the
direction

of

filtration

promotes

the

involvement

of

the

intermediate

(poorly

developed) zones in active working.
Moreover,
the development of the injection wells in the sectioning row, which, as a rule, are separated by another well, causes by the moment of the changeover to injection of the entire
row a different volume of injection per 1 m of effective thickness of the
bed.
As a result, the edge of displacement approaches at different times the
rows

of

producing

wells.

On the basis of the features of the mechanism of the change in the direction
of filtration at the Samotlor deposit since 1 March 1977, the principle of
the simultaneous shutdown (restriction of the flows) of every other well in
the

sectioning

rows

was

applied

both

to

clusters,

in which

the

injection

wells were drilling into different beds, and to clusters with wells
revealed only one bed, with a duration of the half cycle of 15 days

which
to

3 months.

From the technical point of view this made it possible to increase the injection volumes as compared with the previous versions of nonstationary flooding by 15-30 percent, and from the technological point of view to increase
the effectiveness of the change in the direction of filtration with nonstationary flooding.
For wells 1456, 1466 and 2084 the effectiveness of nonstationary flooding
increased with a change in the technology of the process in October 1976
and again in March 1977.
The dynamics of the ratio of the injection of
water into the injection wells, which are opposite the indicated producing
wells, to the extraction of liquid under formational conditions is shown in
Figure 2.
It is not possible to trace the impact for these wells later chan
January 1978 due to the shutdown of well 1465.
The obtained data attest to
the effectiveness of the proposed technology of changing the directioa of
the filtration flows.
The smaller impact from October 1976 to February 1977
can be explained by the fact that the simultaneous shutdown of every other

of

well

in the

jection

sectioning

wells

boring ones

row was

opposite

the

the operating

carried

producing

schedule

out

wells

was

only

partially--of

being

analyzed,

simultaneously

@; 1Qg,%

the three

in

the

two

in-

neigh-

changed.

i

nN
1978.
Figure 2.

The Dynamics

1494,

and

1496

2083 and

2084.

1497

to

+ + +1976

1977

1978

of the Ratio of the Injection of Water Q, Into Wells
the

The broken

Extraction

line

of

Fluid

is the start

Q, From

Wells

1464,

of nonstationary

1465,

1466,

flooding.

The introduction of the examined principles of nonstationary flooding made
it possible to decrease the amount of injected water per ton of additionally
extracted petroleum from 125.5 m> in 1976 to 111.1 m3 in 1977.
The effect calculated according to the haracteristics of displacement are
clearly understated, since for the unflcoded wells the existing methods do
not make it possible to determine it.
At the same time, if we proceed from
notions of physics, the impact of the change in the direction of filtration
should be considered the greatest namely for unflooded wells.
Thus,

the

deposit,

technology
is

of nonstationary

promoting

a change

in the

flooding,

which

direction

of

is used

filtration

at

the Samotior

in hard

to work

zones without a change in the distribution of the wells; a decrease of the
losses during injection, which are caused by the forced shutdown of a portion
of the wells; the prevention of the danger of the freezing of the water mains
during the winter; the assurance of a higher technological feasibility of
the process as a result of a great duration of the half cycle.
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/Text/
The deposits on the inner walls of petroleum pipelines are mainly
spheroidal aggregates of resinous paraffins, oils, particles of clay, sand
and other mechanical impurities.
The deposits contain in the least amounts
natural surfactants (low-molecular resins, naphthenates and other polar compounds) and surfactant-demulsifiers, which enter the petroleum phase with
“he preparation of the petroleum and which cause (in the presence of water)
the emulsification of the inner layer of the deposits.
Therefore, it is
necessary to develop a method of cleaning petroleum pipelines and tanks using small amounts of aqueous solutions of polymers of high molecular weight.
The layer-by-layer cleaning of the recess of petroleum pipelines with acrylamide polymers is based on the adsorption activeness and the known principles

of the dispersion

and stabiliz ition of solid particles

in emulsions /1-3/.

The processes of the flocculation «ind stabilization of the standardized vis-~cous dispersion of clay and asphaltite in emulsions of water in transformer
oil, which were taken in the mass ratio:
4.5:0.5:40:55, were studied for
the development of the technology of cleaning petroleum pipelines with polymers and removing accumulations from tanks.
For the laboratory experiments 0.04-4 percent solutions of industrial lime
(acrylamide polymers) or ammonium (adenosine monophosphate) polyacrylamide
were used.
The results of the measurement of the rate of formation of emulsified water and the degree of purification of the t ‘ansformer oil are cited
in Figure 1 and the table.
In the experiments no significant difference in
the effect of the acrylamide polymer and adenosine monophosphate was observed.

We achieved the dispersion of solid particles in the emulsions by the intensive shaking of the mixture of initial ingredients.
We divided the prepared
standardized dispersion into 16 samples, shook for an additional 16 sec and
left all the samples under identical conditions at 20° C for visual
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Figure 1. Dependence of the Stability of the Water Dispersion of Clay in
Transformer Oil on the Consumption of Acrylamide Polymers. D is the optical

density, T is the half-value

period.
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The type of emulsion and its dispersity were established by microscopic observations.
The formed emulsion is multiple: drops of water several microm
eters in diameter are distributed in oil drops and lenticles, which are in
the aqueous phase; the solid particles are concentrated at the boundary of
the phases.
We measured the degree of clarification of the oil phase by
means of an FEK-3 photoelectric calorimeter, using the index of light absorption D.
The prepared emulsion without admixtures of reagent-demulsifiers

was 90 percent
optimum content
persed emulsion

broken down after a longer time

(see the table).

of disolvan 4411 a stable transitional
and suspension remained in it.

With the

layer of highly

dis-

The highly viscous samples of the dispersed system with a treatment of
2-20 mg/kg of acrylamide polymers and adenosine monophosphate not only stratified more completely without transitional layers, but were freed of particles of clay in the oil and water layers.
Unlike the effect of the reagentdemulsifier disolvan, mineral mechanical impurities (clay, nonsoluble asphaltite) are bonded by the polymer, transfer to the aqueous medium and
quickly precipitate on the bottom of the cylinder in the form of a more compact mobile precipitate.
With the remixing of the emulsion in the absence
of the polymer its stability and dispersity, in contrast to the initial system without additives, decrease significantly (see the table).
The presence of an intermediate max'mum on the curve of the change in the
stability of the emulsion to stratification depending on the content of acrylamide polymer is explained by the start of the intensive adsorption (stabilization) of the solid phase (hydropholic clay and hydrophobic asphaltite)
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by the molecules of the polymer, which has been added in an amount which
does not cause an appreciable increase in the viscosity of the dispersion
being studied.
With an increase of the consumption of the polymer to

8-12

mg/l

slowed
With
cal

the mobility of the system

and
the

the stability

further

density

of

increase

the oil

decreases,

of the emulsion

of the consumption

increases

more

and

the emulsification

is

declines.
of acrylamide

more,

which

polymer

attests

to

the opti-~

the

com

menced stabilization of the solid particles cf clay and asphaltite, as well
as direct emulsion.
The increase of the content of the polymer to more
than 0.10-0.20 percent by weight ensures the almost complete stabilization
of the dispersed system and the obtaining of the most stable evstems, which
maintain easy mobility and a good consistency.
The measurements of the rate of formation of the mulsified w« er and the
optical density make it possible to select the optimum conc
*' ation of the
aqueous solutions of polymers.
The conducted preliminary e> iments showed
that for the treating of the dispersions of deposits and petroleum 0.07-6
percent aqueous solutions of acrylamide polymers is preferable.
A higher
content of acrylamide polymers in the working solutions has a negligible influence on cleaning.
The ratio of the volumes of emulsion-solutions of
acrylamide polymers with a ratio of the solid and aqueous phases accordingly
of (0.01-10):(1-50) percent by weight for the optimum influence of the polymers can be in the range of 200-2,000:1.
The possibility of using 2-3 percent solutions of acrylamide polymers in the
minimum ratio (1:2,000) with the dispersed system of petroleum being treated
is their main advantage as compared with disolvan, proxamine, OZhK and other
detergent acrylamide polymer-demulsifiers, which require great amounts of
dosages in the petroleum in the form of diluted aqueous solutions.
In the subsequent experiments we determined the necessary time of contact of
the aqueous solution of polymers with the dispersion phase of the precipitate, as well as the presence of the adsorption of their macromolecules at
the interphasal boundaries of the dispersed systems and on the surface of
metal, glass and others.
From the experiments it follows that two to three
turns of the cylinder are enough for a strongly colored drop of 2-percent
aqueous solution of the polymer 0.1 ml in volume to be dispersed through the
entire volume (200 ml) of the standardized emulsion and to noticeably accelerate its division into three phases.
After the addition of several drops of the aqueous solution of the polymer
to the dispersion and shaking for 10-15 sec the formed precipitate of clay
is surrounded by thick layers of the polymer.
Here the great mobility of
the interlayers of the solution of acrylamide polymers with the spreading
over the surface of the solid particles of clay and asphaltite is clearly
visible.

The greater retentivity of acrylamide
asphaltite and clay is also confirmed

polymers with respect to the phase of
by the next experiment.
The water,

which was formed as a result of the treatment of the dispersion with polyacrylamide in the amount of 10-20 mg/kg, on the basis of the basic substance, was added to samples of the initial system in the amount of 2-20 percent and did not accelerate its stratification.
Hence, the bulk of the
polymer when added in small amounts is bonded to a solid surface, and it
enters the solution only after the complete saturation of the interphasal

surfaces

and the formation

of layers 0.01-0.05

mm thick /3/.

the amount of adsorbed acrylamide polymers on different
on its concentration is represented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
Irreversible Adsorption of Acrylamide Polymers From Aqueous
tions on the Surface of Particles of Ferric Oxide (1), Asphaltite (2),
affin (3) and Clay (4)
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Unlike surfactants, the hydrophylic polymers of polyacrylamide, adenosine
monophosphate and polyacrylic acid in practice are adsorbed irretrievably
/1-3/ on the surfaces of different hydrophily from good (water, dimethyl for-

mamide)

and poor (hydrocarbons,

alcohols)

solvents.

The widely

used demulsi-

fiers--nonionic surfactants--are retrievably adsorbed on solid surfaces, but
their water-absorbing capacity is considerably less than that of aqueous
polymeric solutions.
Owing to the long-chain globular structure, polymers
have not only an adsorptive ability, but also a pronounced bonding effect on
dispersions of different composition in hydrophobic and hydrophilic media.
The large dimensions of macromolecules predetermine their initial adsorption
not
on individual dispersed particles, but on somes particles with the subsequent transfer of the smallest particles into the volume of solution of the
polymer.
The separation and bonding of the polar and solid dispersions from
the volume of petroleum and the deposits in the pipes by viscous aqueous
solutions of polymers are achieved in this way.

Further experiments and theoretical generalizations of their results will
make it possible to establish the probable mechanism of the bonding of viscous solutions of polymers with the solid particles of deposits on the inner
surface of pipelines.
The higher rate of adsorption of acrylamide polymers
makes it possible in 30-40 sec with the subsequent pumping of compounds based
on acrylamide polymers to loosen and reduce the adhesion of deposits within
pipes, the particies of which are easily carried off by a flow of fluid.
The data of laboratory experiments confirm the presence of subsequent stages
of the emulsion-absurption mechanism of the cleaning action of water-soluble
polymers.
1. The rapid stage of the irreversible adsorption of polymers
amide polymers on the solid particles of boundary deposits.

like

acryl-

2. The emiision /4/ of paraffin-resin deposits in aqueous solutions
polymers with their transfer to fluid nonprecipitating dispersions.

of

3. The retention of the cleaning action with a smaller content of the polymr as a consequence of the increase of the amount of the solid phase as the
viscous poiymer moves through the pipeline and its breakdown by accumulations
of water.

The removable emulsified accumulations, on entering the circulation tanks for
their mechanical treatment, are broken down by the subtechnical water to the
minimum concentrations of polymer (0.1-10 mg/l), in which the solid particles
flocculate with the natural division into pure petroleum, clarified water
and a small amount of fluid stable detergent suspension.
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Yareganeft' Petroleum Mine Administration: "The Experience of Drilling
Wells During the Thermomine Working of the Yarega Petroleum Deposit"/
/Text/ One of the highly effective means of increasing the coefficient of
the petroleum yield is the mine working of petroleum deposits with produc-

tive beds which occur

are about

at depthsof up to i,500 m.

In the USSR alone there

300 such deposits /1/.

Among them is the Yarega petroleum deposit, which is being worked by exposing
the bed to heat from the surface.
The coefficient of petroleum extraction in
some sections is 50-55 percent, while as a result of the high viscosity of
the petroleum under formational conditions it was not more than 2 percent
when worked by conventional means.
In order to implement the thermomine method elevator and ventilation shafts,
drifts, ramps and drilling breasts are being built, vertical and slant injection wells and horizontal descending or ascending producing wells are
being drilled. Steam is injected under a pressure of 1.5-2.0 kgf/em? to decrease the viscosity of the petroleum and force it into the producing wells.
A gently sloping anticlinal fold of sandstones of the Middle Devonian up to
26 m thick, which occur at a depth of 200 m from the surface, is the object
of working.
Productive bed III has the following parameters: a formational
pressure of 14 kgf/cm, a permeability of 300-3,700 millidarcy, a porosity
of 14-15 percent, a viscosity of the petroleum under formational conditions
of 15,300 centipoise.
It is covered by Middle Devonian argillites, above
which occur a tuffite-diabase series and a sandy-argillaceous member of the
Upper Devonian, and is broken by a network of fissures.
A considerable portion of the heat carrier (the steam) is channeled through them.
This reduces the possibility of accomplishing the uniform heating of the worked
section of the bed.
The loss of circulation of the drilling mud when drilling wells also occurs due to the fissures.
In order to increase the effectiveness of the use of steam it is expedient to concentrate the network of

injection wells, having reduced their diameter from 97 to 76 and 59 mm.
This
will reduce the cost of drilling of 1 m of rock and will increase the coefficlent of petroleum extraction.
With a decrease of the diameter of the wells
the stability of their walls increases, the number of possible complications
and repairs decreases, and this is very important
especially in the presence
of several thousand injection wells.
The amount of drilling in the petro-

leum mines of Yarega

is more

than

100,000 m/year.

The wells in the petroleum mines of Yarega are being drilled using PBS-2T
rigs with water washing, which have several shortcomings.
Previously only
V-151S, V-118S and V-97S three-cutter bits were used for drilling.
The
meterage on them ranged from 0.8 to 50 m depending on the physical and
mechanical properties of the rock.
The presence of rock so different in
drillability requires the selection of a range of types
of bits, which correspond to this rock.

The mechanical
was

studied

for

properties
the

of the rock being drilled according to the method

sound

choice

of type

sizes

of bits /3/.

A range

of bits

for drilling with the use of water, aerated water and air as circulation
agents was selected on the basis of work /4/.
The type sizes of bits, in
the

drilling

with

which

the

minimum

cost

of

1 m of drilling

was

obtained,

are cited in the table.
Pin-type bits are especially highly effective in
the drilling of diabases and almond stones: the meterage per bit is 20-35 m,
the mechanical rate of drilling is 4-5 m/hr.
When drilling these rocks with
cutter bits the meterage per bit was 0.8-6.0 m, the mechanical rate of drill-

ing was 0.7-1.5

m/hr.

The use of bits of smaller diameter (97 and 76 mm instead of 151 and 118 mm)
with stronger
armament led to the more efficient use of the capacity of the
drilling rig and the reduction of the amount of drilling mud, the metal of
the casing and the cement slurry for reinforcing the wells.
When determining the mechanical properties of rock under laboratory conditions it was noted that with an identical load on the stamp the amount of
broken off dry rock is 9- to ll-fold greater than the amount of broken off
rock, which was moistened with water directly in front of the impression of
the stamp.
The moistening of the rock with water directly in front of the
interstice of the stamp was local, and the time factor had practically no
influence on the change in the strength of the moistened rock due to the
briefness of the moistening.
The dry sample crumbles with the spread of microfissures and macrofissures
for a considerable distance around the stamp.
The moistened sample acquires
plastic properties and crumbles only under the stamp and at a small distance
around

it.

The ratio M=dj,/d9, where d; and dg are respectively the maximum diametrical
size of the mine hole with the impression of the stamp into the dry sample
and the sample moistened with water, was taken as the indicator of the effectiveness of the destruction of the rock.
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Key:

1. Rock

9. Recommended

2.

Oil

3.
4.
5.
6.

Argillites
Tuffites
Almond rocks
Diabases

sandstones

of

sizes

of

bits

10.
ll.
12.

7. Stamp hardness P, kgf/mm2

8. Coefficient

type

flowage

2DR-76MS, 1V-93S, V-975S
1V-93S, V-97S, 1V-93T, 2V-97-T
1V-93-T, 2V-97T, V-97TZ, V-93K,
Sh-76K, Sh-760K

13. V-93K, Sh-76K, Sh-760K, V-970K,

K

1V-76K,

E-98,

40K

The analysis of the data of the table shows that the destructions of argillites, tuffites and almond stones in dry form, that is, when drilling with
a blast of air, are the most effective.
In the process of introducing the
stamp the dry particles being broken off come off at an angle of approximately 45° to the surface of the bottom hole.
Under the conditions of the
well these particles are effectively caught by the stream of air and are removed to the surface.
When drilling in this case it is desirable to use
bits with a slight slip of the cutters and stronger armament, for example,
of type K.
The presence in mine drifts of main air lines for the power supply of pneumatic drilling machines reduces to a minimum the expenditures on installation work, which is connected with the use of air in drilling.
The installation diagram of the pipelines for the drilling of wells with a
blast of air, washing with water and aerated water and the collection
of the
slurry
in cars is cited in Figure 1. The air is fed’ to the drilling
chamber from the air line 11 with a diameter of not less than 50 mm, which
is connected to the well 18 by a flexible hose.
There are installed on the
air line a check valve 17 for preventing water from entering it, an air
flowmeter 14, a pressure gauge 12 and a metering pump 16 for feeding an
aqueous

solution

of

surfactant

into

the

stream

of air.

41

Figure 1.
Installation Diagram of the Pipelines
in the Petroleum Mines of Yarega
A guide
with
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a sealing

has an inner
nected with
the car 24,
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through line
through line
flowmeter 9
lines.

device

to a depth of
19,

which

1-1.2

m.

is connected

for

The well

the

Drilling

head

withaslurry

of Wells

21 is fitted

drain

22,

which

diameter of 65 mm.
The other end of the slurry drain is conthe speed damper of the slurry flow 23, which is suspended in
which is filled with water to a specific level.
The water is
water main 1 through line 3 to the feed mechanism of the tool,
5 to the hydroturbine of the rotator of the drilling rig and
7 for the flushing of the well.
A pressure gauge 2, a water
and shutoffs 4, 6, 8, 10 13 and 15 have been installed on the

The dependences of the deepening of the wells on time are cited in Figure 2.
Graph I was constructed according to the results of the time study of the
process of well drilling with the washing with water in one drilling chamber,
while graph II was constructed according to the results of the time study of
the process of drilling four wells in the same drilling chamber with the use
of air and aerated water as the circulation agent.
The nonproductive superformational rock I, in this case tuffite, was drilled with an air blast,
while the productive horizon II (oil-bearing sandstone) was uncovered with
a washing of aerated water.
The analysis of the results of the drilling of the wells, which are presented
in Figure 2, shows that the regular speed of drilling of tuffites is threefold greater than the regular speed of the drilling of these rocks with a
washing of water.
The V-118S bits were used in this range.
The drilling
conditions were as follows: the axial thrust on the bit is 4-5 tons force,
the rate of its rotation is 110 rpm, the consumption of water in drilling

with

washing

blast

is 250-300

1/min,

the consumption

of

iir

in drilling with a

is 4-5 m/min.
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Figure 2.
Dependence on the Deepening of a Well H on the Time t.
I--the superformational rocks--tuffite; II--productive horizon--oil-bearing
sandstone; l--with a washing with water; 2--with the use of air and aerated
water.

The regular speed of drilling of oil-bearing sandstones with a washing with
aerated water is 1.46-fold higher (16.0 m/hr) that the regular speed of drilling with a washing with water.
The replacement of water when drilling with
. yr and aerated water increased the average regular speed of drilling twofold
(correspondingly 10.8 and 21.8 m/hr).
Such high speeds of drilling are explained by the better removal of slurry from the bottom hole and shaft of
the well and by the lower energy expenditures on the destruction of the dry
rock.
When removing the slurry to the surface quite large particles of rock
up to 18-20 mm in size found their way into it, which was not observed when
drilling with a water washing.
The sandstones were drilled with V-97S bits with an axial thrust on the bit
of 3-4 tons force, the rate of its rotation in both cases was 110 rpm.
When drilling with a washing with aerated water the consumption of air was
3 m/min and that of water was 8-20 1/min; when drilling with a water washing
the consumption of water was 180 1/min.
In order to prevent the formation
of an oil seal in the bottom hole and the shaft of the well the degree of
aeration was changed from 375 to 150.
The continuous uniform removal of slurry, the constancy of the pressure in
the injection line and the raising of the tool without delays indicate the
ibsence of oil seals in the well.
When drilling with a washing with water
the raising of two or three pipes often is often accompanied by delays of
the tool by precipitating slurry, although the well has been washed for
10-15 min before the raising.
Such phenomena are not observed when drilling
with a blast of air, if before the raising of the tool the well is blown out
tor 2 min.
The collection of the slurry in the cars here makes it possible
to eliminate the flooding of the drifts with slurry.

The high quality cementing of the casing columms is of great importance,
since with its violation leakages of steam into the drifts are observed.
The reverse method of cementing the wells in petroleum mines yields better
results with drilling with a blast and when there is no water in the well
when pouring in the cement mortar.
At present much attention is being devoted to overhaul operations in wells.
The wells are cleaned of sand blocks with a washing with water and aerated
water and a blast of air.
However, the PBS-2T rig is unsuitable for this,
as well as for the drilling of wells 59 mm in diameter or less.
Therefore,
they must be replaced by lighter rigs with one type of power, for example,
with air drive.
On the basis of the study of the experience of well drilling, the results of
laboratory and field experiments it was possible to identify the following
reserves for increasing the rates of well drilling in the petroleum mines
of the Yarega deposit and decreasing the cost of 1 m of drilling.
l.
and

The selection of type
mechanical properties

sizes of bits,
of the rock.

which

correspond

to the physical

2.
The lightening of the design of the injection wells by the reduction
the diameters of the bits, the casings and the thickness of the cement
block for the shaft.

of

3.
The use of air and aerated
overhauling wells.

and

water

as circulation

agents

when

drilling

In three years of the 10th Five-Year Plan the economic impact from the introduction of the developments on the improvement of the equipment and technology of well drilling have exceeded 500,000 rubles.
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